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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Team workers of the women's divi George Davis, Mrs. Earle Perry, was established and oonsolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
When Capt. John W. Maloney of men when they become panicwas established ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
Thatcher street, Thomaston, round stricken,” said the captain, recall
sion for Nursing Assotlation cam j Mrs. Irwin Spear.
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
Ward 4—Mrs. Frank Marsh, Mrs.
ed out hls 80th birthday last week, ing the affair. The mate and three
paign for funds have organized with
it evoked a flood of recollections, men stood in the lee of the house,
Gilmore Soule, Mrs. tsidor Gor
Mrs. Clara Kelsey chairman. These
don, Mrs. Raymond Perry, Mrs.
and there passed In review the and froze their feet. Assisted by
are the workers who will shortly be
[EDITORIAL]
Abbie Folland.
halfscore of coasting vessels on the cook, Capt. Maloney managed to
Ward 5—Mrs. Karl O'Brien, Mrs.
WILL ROOSEVELT RESIGN?
Cheever Ames, Mrs. Sanford Delano.
I
Mrs. William Koster, Mrs. Llcyd
New opponents to the third term Idea rise up daily, and
Jameson, Mrs. Parker Adams.
must represent a tremendous force in the aggregate. Not
Ward 6—Mis. Ardrey Orff, Mrs.
merely “unknown" are they, seeking a share of newspaper
Samuel Small, Mrs. Robert AUen,
Mrs. Edward Childs. Mrs. Walter i
notoriety, but men of distinction, whose views have unspoken
Barstow. Mrs. Oscar Flint, Mrs.
but widespread emulation. One of the latest to rebuke the
Mervyn Harriman.
President’s attempt to violate the no-third-term tradition is
Ward 7—Mrs. Christopher Rob
Oswald Garrison Villard, famous journalist and liberal cru
erts, Mrs. Oliver Holden. Mrs. How
sader, who appeared before the Senate Judiciary sub-commit
(By The Roving Reporter)
ard Proctor, Mrs. Irving Haskell,
tee which is conducting open hearings on a proposed Con
Mrs. Vernon Giles, Mrs. Donald Far
stitutional amendment to establish a single Presidential term
rand.
Years ago when there was an ex
Must be glorious Just now down
of six years. "If there is a sound reason for a third term.”
The Initial gifts committee is
tensive building boom in thts vi among the Lslands in Penobscot Bay.
said the former editor of the New York Evening Post, “then
hard at work and plans are being
cinity, with many new houses and —Ed Pointer in ihe Boston Olobe.
completed for the canvass of the
similar reasons will be found for a fourth and fifth term.”
Summer cottages going up. Interest
My dear, Colonel, don't you know
business section by the men of the
'Meantime there stands, undenied, the interesting story that
in Uie Bangor lumber trade was that it is always “glorious'” among
service clubs. The general canvass
Roosevelt, if re-elected, would soon resign in favor of Vico
very keen. Today what contrasts the Penobscot Bay islands.. Even
i will be made Oct. 8, with much of
President Wallace. Will the voters tolerate this, or will they
are noted. In 1868 the shipments when the Eastern and Boston yacht
1 the preliminaries already ln pro
support
the
man
so
thoroughly
capable
of
standing
un

of
long lumber were 220,749,706 feet, clubs come down here in July and
gress.
shaken, on his own feet?
some 16.000,000 feet less than the dump their cargoes of fog upon us.
The goal ls $2,000 for the nursing
year before. There were also shipped j
' work and $500 for the Rockland
152,703,000
shingles,
112.458,000
If anybody thought I was hinting
Boy Scouts which group has com
THE CHIP ON JAPAN'S SHOULDER
Capt. and Mrs. John W. Maloney of Thomaston.
laths, 500.144.000 clapboards and when I wrote Uie item about the
bined witli the nursing associa
—Blackinton Photo.
112,678,000 pickets. Tlie amount of 1 scarcity of Red Astrachan apples, let
The axis formed by Germany, Italy and Japan bodes no
Mrs. Clara Kelsey, veteran civic tion for the campaign, thus allow
long lumber shipped ln 1872 was the him read this uncamouflaged edi
worker, who is chairman of the ing contributors to give to two
good for the United States, now, especially that this country
which he had sailed between the get the mainsail up and the schoon largest ever known, being 246.453,- torial bit in yesterday's Boston
women's division.
j beneficiaries at one time and avoid
has placed an embargo on all further exports of iron and
er made her way Into Boston har 64D feet. In recent years the only Globe:
years 1869 and 1916.
ing the necessity of a later call
steel scrap excepting to Great Britain. Useless for Washing
'“Wish somebody would put about
calling at homes in the interests upon the time and money of the
Born ln South Cushing Sept. 21, bor. The sailors with the frozen drive that came down the West
ton to explain that thts is conservation in the Interest of our
branch of the Fenohseot was for 24 small oysters on the half shell
of saving the Rockland Nursing citizens of Rockland.
1859, he was only ten year old when feet were removed to a hospital.
armament program. Japan accepts the action as a personal
the Oreat Northern Paper Co., at Into a nice firm bed of rock salt,
Service, personified by Miss Eliza
The nursing service has made a
Capt. Maloney’s last command and Millinocket.
slap
and
with
the
powerful
backing
of
Germany
and
Italy
has
a
he made his flrst sea voyage wl’h
sprinkle them with a garlicky
Steele.
splendid record among school chil
his father, the late Capt. Eli Ma- the only vessel he ever lost was the
sauce, lay strips of bacon on top,
chip on Its shoulder and not unwilling that Uncle Sam should
Ward 1—Miss Mary Sylvester, dren and all classes of people need
loney. Not as a cabin boy, for they schooner Eliza Levensaler, owned by
bake and bring ’em in quick!”
undertake to knock it off Uncle Dudley in the Boston Globe
Miss Mildred Moody. Mrs. Lincoln ing its services during the past
A Berlin despatch says that heat
didn’t have such frills on the old
yesterday said:
E McRae. Mrs. Amelia Kenney
years. Up to this month it was op
J. A. Creighton & Co. She was wlll not be turned on in apartment
Mrs. Thomas Maker, proprietress
hookers. Young John signed up as
Ward 2—Mrs. Albert Jameson, erated under Red Cross auspices
Prior to this action, our government had already ad
homeward bound, light.
When houses tills Fall until Oct. 15. in of "Rockledge Inn," lay down for a
a
cook.
Mrs. Herman Stanley, Mrs. Willis but the coUapse of Community
vanced its policy in other ways calculated to bring home to
The Courier-Gazette reporter Capt. Maloney came onto hls watch stead of Sept. 15, and no Berlin brief rest Uie other afternoon and
Anderson. Mrs. Bert Winslow. Mrs. Chest left no funds available for
the bellicose Japanese the disfavor with which their activities
gasped as this information was at midnight, he found that the ves household will be permitted to use dreamed—not of the moose which
are regarded by the United States. Under the authority
Charles McMahon, Mrs. John A. the Red Cross to carry on the
more than 50 percent of the coal has Invaded that neighborhood—
vouchsafed by the grizzled old sea sel’s course had been changed ungranted him by Congress, the President has cancelled the
Stevens. Mrs Frank French, Miss nursing service, hence it was aban
used last year. Another atrocity but of a ghost. The ghost walked
commercial
treaty,
placed
exports
of
arms,
ammunition
and
dog.
Ella Collins, Mrs. Grover Knight, doned. On request of Mayor Veazie
1 beknown to him, and the vessel was from the British.
implements
of
war
and
airplanes
under
licensing
restrictions
Into the room shrouded ln white
"What could you cook?” he was
Mrs. Percy Hill, Mrs. Wilbur Cross. and Red Cross officials, the present
amounting to embargo on their export to Japan. The sale of
i 19 miles from Monhegan. Seven
from head to foot. "I have Just met
asked.
Ward 3—Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, group is making a sharp effort to
essential machine tools for the purpose of war production has
"I don't rightly remember," re- J hours later the craft was piled up
Do you know how to distinguish with an accident,” lt said. Mrs.
Mrs Frederick Bird, co-chairmen, j save this vltaUy essential service
been banned, together with the sale for export of aviation
plied Capt. Maolney; "but they ate | on the rocks at Lobster Cove Point, hardwood trees by their autumn Maker awoke to find that the
Mrs. Allen Murray, Mrs. Harris | for this community.
gasoline. The ban on scrap iron of all kinds closes the largest
it and it kept me' alive."
The sails and blocks were saved, but foliage? I am Indebted to the Ban "ghost" was her husband, who while
Cram. Mrs. John Munsey. Mrs.
To reach Its goal, which is rock
remaining gap. It should be clearly understood, however, that
Capt.
Maloney's
flrst
trip
was
"an awful rough sea" (to quote the gor News for the following answers: painting about lhe premises had
John G. Snow. Mrs. Walter Ladd. bottom, and far less than the serv
exports of large quantities of copper, lead, alloys and nonhigh
made in his father’ vessel the Little captain) washed the small boat
Willows—light yellow; poplar— the misfortune to upset a pail of
Mrs. Putman Bicknell, Mrs Hora ice has ever had before, the citizens
octane gasoline, lubricating oils and motor vehicles and parts
Republic, a two-master. She loaded from the davits, and smashed the yellow and golden yellow; butternut tlie white liquid directly upon hls
tio Cowan. Mrs. Seymour Cameron. are asked to give as generously as
is still permissible.
cedar railroad ties at Somes Sound, main boom. The seas carried the —yellow; blue beech—orange yel head. The paint flowed all over hls
The sooner these are also added to the list,' and tha
Mrs. William Ellingwood. Mrs. possible.
and discharged her cargo at Creigh schooner ahead about half of her low — scarlet; birches — bright to clothing, and such a sight! What
authority granted the President under the tariff act is in
voked to put an end to the unrestricted sale of Japanese
ton's wharf, Thomaston. The ties length onto the rocks. The crew orange yellow; beech—clear yel would have happened had that
March—Bert 6. Gregory, Herman
goods in the American market, the better. By this latter privi
were for use on the new Knox A- scrambled ashore, and on the next low; red oak—dark red; scarlet moose met Tom Just then is left for
M Hart. Charles M Higgins.
lege. the war lords of Tokio provide themselves with the
Lincoln Railroad, then creeping its tide the vessel went to pieces. Tne oak—brilliant scarlet; black oak— one to guess.
greater part of the foreign exchange used for purchase of the
April—Horace P. Maxey. Charles
way from Thomaston to the termi shipwreck occurred Oct. 21, 1914. dull red to orange brown; white
materials for war against China and in preparation for their
A twin cucumber of unusual size
Pres. Brunberg An
Morey. Vesper Packard.
oak—deep vinous red to orange
nal point at Rockland.
The vessel was uninsured.
further
assaults
upon
the
rights
and
safety
of
this
nation
Capt. Maloney has a special cause
Capt Maloney retired from the brown; American elm—pale yellow. and formation was parked at this
nounces His Organization May—Everett Humphrey, Ray
throughout the Pacific.
for remembering what the cargo, sea two years later,
Witch hazel—bright yellow, or office this morning by Leroy Rich,
For the Coming Season mond Pendleton, Frank Harper.
That government and it controlled press have lately
was,
for
one
of
hisybig
toes
was
on
j
Not
long
ago
the
residents
of
the
ange,
rarely purple; mountain ash- who captured It in Oscar Rob
been threatening this nation in effort to deflect our policy from
bright,
clear yellow, red berries in inson's garden.
the
under
side
of
a
crooked
tie
good
old
seafaring
town
saw
a
measures essential to our own safety and the preservation
The Baptist Men's League lnauguwhich dropped while he and hls strange banner floating from hls clumps; shad bush—bright clear
of our rights in the Pacific. The parade of offlcial affiliation
rates another season Oct. 17. and
Tliat group picture of 49 former
oldest brother, Fred, were carrying [ Thatcher street residence. The yellow; hawthorn— brilliant vary
with European aggressors this week, in an endeavor further
will again have as its presiding ofRockland citizens is attracting
lt
from
the
vessel's
deck.
|
younger
generation
looked
at
the
75to
emphasize
this
threat,
is
merely
the
latest
instance.
ing
colors
and
fruit;
sumac
—
bril

The Air Corps Has 550
much attention in Gregory’s win
fleer, O. E. Brunberg, whose meet
The realities of the Pacific situation are no longer open to
Capt Maloney's first two years of foot pennant In bewilderment, but liant red; striped maple—light yel
Vacancies To Be Filled
ings last year were exceptionally
doubt. There is, on Japan's side, a scheme of action posited
seafaring were on the Little Re-1 old timers who had sniffed salt low; sugar maple—bright yellow to dow. It was published ln this pa
Interesting and successful
per many years ago. since which
upon an expanding career in international banditry, the goal
In New England
public At the age ol 12 he went water all their lives knew that it was orange and scarlet; silver maple—
President Brunberg announces i
time a new generation has sprung
of which is the elimination of this nation’s role in that ocean,
pale
yellow;
red
maple
—
bright
with his father on the schooner the trophy offered many years ago
appointment of the following com- | Chances for 550 young men to
up. Some strong and forceful men
and, in the event of victory for the Axis Powers (which Japan
Mary B. Smith, which carried lime by Washburn Bros, and never wrest scarlet and orange; mountain maple
expects), a gigantic "squeeze play" against us in this hemi
gain coverted assignments in the
mlttees:
—yellow and scarlet; box elder— arc seen in that group—men who
from
J.
A.
Creighton
&
Co.
to
the
ed
from
Capt.
Maloney
in
any
of
sphere operated from both Asia and Europe simultaneously
put Rockland on the map.
Entertainment—Frank H. In Army Air Corps and still remain
New York market.
the races out of Thomaston. Capt. bright yellow; basswood—yellow;
To suggest that appeasement is the way to deal with this
graham, Joseph E. Blaisdell and ln New England are announced by
Next he was in the schooner Silver Maloney’s eyes dimmed with pride tupelo—flaming scarlet: asli—yellow
is to confess to a blindness equal to that of those Europeans
Legionnaire Alvah Ames of Union
Lt. Col. John L. Rice. Corps Area
Jerome C. Burrows.
Spray—sometimes as cook and when his wife exhibited the pennant to dark purple; hazel nut—brownish is back from the National Conven
who tried the same philosophy on Mussolini and Hitler. Japan
Advisory—F. A Winslow E L. Recruiting Officer.
yellow.
sometimes
as
cook
and
mate.
From
is
embarked
upon
an
adventure
in
force.
Only
when
she
Is
for the newsman's benefit, and it
tion. delighted with the reception
These 550 vacancies in the Air
Brown and H. P. Blodgett.
faced by forces adequate to compel her to halt will she con
the deck of the Silver Spray he was manifest that no other relic
accorded him by management and
Finance—Fred A. Carter. E. J. Corps are at the Northeast Air
sider doing so.
went onto the two-masted scow ln that household was comparable
"The 'black cat' has the place broadcasters of Stations WEEI,
Hellier, I. Lawton Bray, Frank ' Base. Westover Field ln Chicopee.
Lizzie Sell which carried kilnwood. to it.
Mass.
Even
though
Westover
of honor in Gregory's windows and WBZ. and WNAC. And you can't
Maxey and L. A. Thurston.
OI’T OF THE FRYING PAN
75 cords to a trip, for the Creighton
Capt. Maloney had a remarkable the 'black cat' brand of goods is convince him that Howell CulUMembership — Osmond Palmer, Field ls not completed, sufficient ance and operation of aircraft and
Patrick J. DeVaux, 20 of Benton limekilns Big, old fashioned kilns, memory for courses and distances, prominent on account of excel nan isn't a Prince of fellows.
Edwin L. Brown. Harry Chase and progress has been made to allow their accessories. Many thousands
and of course he has never forgot- lency.’’
troops to be assigned there. The of men who enlist in the Air Corps Station, completed a term ln thc constructed of granite.
Winfield Chatto.
The young man’s flrst command ‘ ten the voyage he made from Sandy
One year ago: In spite of the
550
openings include 60 places for now will be sent to both Army and State Prison Thursday a.id found
Thus reads a clipping sept to me
Executive—Elmer B Crockett,
was the schooner Mary B Smith, Hook to Camden in 42 hours. And yesterday by E. H. Philbrick. who storm 10.000 attended Union Fair
civilian schools for specialized
Rev J. Charles MacDonald and L. Maine.
two Federal warrants awaiting
To be eligible for enlistment in training in trades peculiar to avia him at the gate, one charging vio 1150 barrels of lime her capacity. he remembers that while he was in clipped it from a copy of the Rock on Wednesday—Mrs. Levi Seavey,
A. Packard.
Capt. Maloney was in her five years the schooner Fred B. Balano he
tion.
79. died in Thomaston—Albert
the
Air
Corps,
a
High
School
edu

Sick—Frank H. Ingraham, J. N.
lation of immigration laws and an and he recalls one trip which was “never reefed a sail.” "When the land Star dated Oct 30, 1903 'They
say that a cat has nine lives," writes *!l
(his city.—Lucy
cation or its equivalent, or a jour
Southard and Elmer L. Ames.
other charging violation of the Na made two-handed, John Olson act wind blew hard enough to reef,"
H, wife of William P. Walsh, died
neyman rating ln a mechanical trade
Greeting or Reception
tional Auto Theft Act. He was ing in thc dual role of mate and said Capt. Maloney, "we simply Mr. Philbrick, who wonders if thc at her home on Summer street.—
HOME-MADE BREAD
October—Edwin iL. Brown, H. P. is required in addition to the usual
taken to Portland to awa’t arraign seaman, receiving pay and one-half. hauled thc spanker down and ran one above mentioned may be the
Alfred Benner was elected chief
qualifications for enlistment. The
one at the head of this column.
Blodgett, Henry Howard.
ment ‘n United S’stes District
“It was the quickest trip I ever out with mainsail and foresail."
AND
PASTRY
patriarch of Rockiand Encampment,
November—Frank A. Winslow, candidate must be an unmarried
Court on the auto lleft charge. made,” said Capt. Maloney. "When
These and many other sea yarns
IO O F —Miss Lucy Rhodes told tho
citizen between 18 and 35, and
AT
Harold Lock. A. B. Allen.
Francis J. K. Dever, inspector in I got back to Thomaston Jim were spun and re-spun ln those Not so many more weeks before Garden Club of lier stay at the Au
December—Raymond Greene, Al must pass the physical examination.
charge of the Imnt/rat on and Na- Creighton remarked that if I had happy days when Capt Maloney and those green and aluminum number
dubon Nature Camp.—Mrs. Wlnola
Men enlisting for the 550 new Air
mon Bird, Everett Blethen.
! turalizat lo i Service office herj sailed the vessel alone I would kindred spirits sat around the stove plates will find their nose out of
Cooper was chosen as director of
January—I. L. Bray, Milton Grif-' Corps places at Westover Field will
said the immigration law will be in probably have made it in ten days In Capt. ,“Ed." Butler’s office where Joint. They never liave been es
religions education at thte Univer
have opportunities to become
fin .Harry Chase.
voked
against
DeVaux
when
he
HOME BAKED BEANS satisfies the auto theft warrant. He instead of 12. Well, I guess I was there developed an organization pecially popular.
salist Church.
February—E. B. Crockett, Charles trained specialists tn the technical
lucky, that’s all.”
known as "The -Liars Club." But it
subjects relating to the maintenA. Emery, John O. Snow.
and CHICKEN BARBECUE , is a native of Canada. Dever said. Por the next four years he ran, was made up of staunch and revester, former sergeants ln the 240th
lime to New York in the schooner Hable men, who had won their spurs
TODAY
C.A.C. were appointed drill serWatch for 'Strike Up the Band " Silver Spray. Once he was off Cape
ln many a sea encounter and the
117’lt
gants in the new corps. It was
—adv.
Cod in what he calls a “strong “lies" which they may have told
Mayor Veazie Pledges
voted to have drills weekly, the
breeze.” The ring on the main sheet were not half as much like fiction
first being next Thursday Oct. 3
City
’s Co-operationtraveler broke to the detriment of as the truth would have been.
7.30 at the VKW hall. A non
Drills Start Next Week at
spars and rigging.
Capt. Maloney Is a member of
commissioned
officers’ school will
BRUNSWICK HIGH SCHOOL
Dunn & Elliot sponsored the next Orient Lodge, F.A.M., of Thomas
A group of 57 ex-service men who be held, open to all former National
voyages of Capt. Maloney, which ton, and remembers that he tcok served in various branches of Gov Guardsmen and ex-service men.
vs.
were made in the Effie J. Simmons, his Master Mason degree on his ernment service, met at the VFW. The rank for enrollment are open
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
his flrst three-master. Both of the 27th birthday. He has a life mem hall Thursday night and formed and all men Interested are urged to
AT COMMUNITY PARK, ROCKLAND
voyages in this craft were made in bership in Arcana Lodge, K. of P. Rockland's new Home Defense volunteer for this worthy cause by
the
dead of Winter. On one of them He was not ashore much of the time Corps.
reporting to Uie V.F.W. hall Thurs
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28—2.00 P. M.
Capt. Maloney was warned by a during his seafaring days—certainly
ENTERTAINMENT
AND
DANCE
Commander Albert J. Brickley day night.
Admission 35 Cents
pilot that he could not make Boston not long enough to land in the po opened the meeting by introducing
116-117
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
on account of the ice, but Capt. litical breakers.
Past State Department Comman
Maloney could be “sot" on occasions,
"If you had your life to live over der Oliver R. Hamlin, who outlined
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ADMISSION 35 CENTS
and he docked at Boston without again, would you take to the sea?” the plans for the Corps.. Mayor Ed
If
I had my life to lire antin 1
AUSPICES WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, A. L.
mishap, laying there a forenlght be he was asked.
ward R. Veazie told of the situations would have made a rule to read*
117*118
poetry
and listen to aome mualc at
fore the ice broke up on Nantucket
Hls eyes gleamed.
in Europe and the Far East today, least once a week. The loea of thaw
Shoals.
“I certainly would,” he said. “I stressing the fact that tliis city tastes ts a lose of happineee.—Charles
Darwin
His next command was the Ella liked the excitement of lt.”
needs a Home Defense Corps and
Pressey, which the Washburns
Capt. Maloney was twice marled, offering the full cO-operation of the
BREW AND MUSIC
CAMDEN, ME., l'i MILES NORTH ON U. 8. ROUTE 1
bought from Burgess & O'Brien. as was Mrs. Maloney. His present City Government. He spoke of the Music I heard with you was more
than music.
Most of her trips were with lime, wife, Lizzie Frances Maloney, was Importance of such an organization
I broke with you was more
but occasionally she carried stone. formerly an Orbeton, and a sister ln combating un-Americanism and And bread
than bread;
SPECIAL POR SUNDAY
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
Stone was also the cargo which he of the late Charles W. Orbeton, who fifth column movements in our city Now that I am without you all la
desolate;
carried in the schooner Fred B. was a foreman in the office of The and county. Alderman William J. All that
was once so beautiful Is dead.
ROAST TURKEY DINNER
Balano, with 400-ton capacity. The Courer-Gazette.
Sullivan spoke in favor of such a Your hands once touched this table
and this silver.
Dressing, Giblet.Gravy, Vegetables, Dessert, Coffee
cargoes were from Vinalhaven, and
"Capt. Maloney wanted to marry Corps, saying that it would bc valu
have seen your fingers hold thia
(WHDII)
were carried to New York and me on the 13th” (1919) said Mrs. able In peace time as well as in the And Iglass.
75c
Maloney, “but I’m superstitious, and present crisis, he also pledged hls These things do not remember you.
Philadelphia.
beloved.
Capt. Maloney’s next command wouldn’t do it.”
support and co-operation in secur And yet your touch upon them will
SINGING
VARIETY ACTS
DANCING
not pass.
was
the
lime
schooner
Samuel
Hart
So
the
actual
date
became
Jan.
ing
the
Spring
street
Armory
for
Also Regular Luncheons and Dinners, Served Daily
of the Creighton fleet. Caught In 19, and the cosy, peaceful home, is drill purposes. He congratulated For lt was ln my heart you moved
among them.
a gale off Cape Ann, with the plain evidence that the Jinx was the Past for forming this Corps.
at Moderate Prices
And blessed them with your handa
3 SHOWS 3
aud with your eyes;
weather extremely cold, the crew avoided if there had ever been any
An open forum was held, with
And In my heart they will remember
mutinied. Not exactly mutiny, per, danger of one.
talks in regard to drills and regula
always2.00, 6.30, and 8.30
O C K A. A
Phone Camden 2336 For Reservations
Capt. Maloney has one daughter, tions. By vote of those present They knew you once. O beautiful and
haps, but they simply refused to
wise.
work. "You can't get any sense Into Mrs. Ida F. Prescott,
Reginald Henderson aud Ted Syl
.
—Conrad AUtea

Nursing Association Drive Workers Will
Canvass City—Campaign Starts Oct 7

Capt. John W. Maloney Lost But One
Vessel—Won Pennant For Speedy Voyages

The Men’s League

Want To Flv?

“The Dormanette”

Home Defense Corps

FOOTBALL

MESS FUND BENEFIT
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1

BELOIN S INN

COMING THURSDAY

“UNCLE NED’S RADIO VARIETIES”

The Courier-Gazette He’s
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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a[ por[ McKinley NoW

Sun’s Total Eclipse
Will Be Observed By
Group Of Scientists In
Brazil, Oct. 1

But I say unto you. That in this
place ls One Greater Than The
Temple.—Matt. 12: 6.

-w-----------

Child Evacuees
Being Placed In United
States Homes By
Christian Science

Hamlin A Curiosity
Rockland Democrat Has
His Picture “Took” In the
Willkie Headquarters

American Boy
Famous Magazine Com
panion To Thousands—
Appeals To All Ages

Hundreds of thousands of boys
Past Commander Lawrence HamChristian Science child evacuees
Arrival of six Washington scienand
young men read The American
from
Great
Britain
are
being
placed
lin
of
Huntley-Hill
Pocst,
V.F
W.
is
i tists and specialists at Recife
I (Pernambuco), Brazil, to prepare in suitable American homes by the back from the American Legion Boy Magazine every month and con
for observation of the total eclipse "Committee of Christian Scien- convention ln Boston smiling over sider lt more as a living companion
Opens Next Tuesday With
JR
of the sun of Oct. 1 was announced
the manner in which he shocked than as a magazine.
Certain Exceptions—Read
in a cable received at the head tists in Boston for the Placement of the Willkie headquarters in one of
"It's as much a. buddy to me as
quarters of the National Geogra European Children," and similar the city's hotels.
This and Be Posted
my
neighborhood chum," writes one
Committees
in
other
large
cities
in
phic Society, They are members
Wandering through the hostelry
The law will go off on most small
of the eclipse expedition sent out the United States and Canada co his eye alighted on the sign "Will high schocl senior. “The American
jointly by the Society and the Na operating with them, it is an kie Headquarters."
Approaching Boy seems to understand a boy's
game and on bear next Tuesday,
tional Bureau of Standards.
problems and considers them In
the entrance he looked in.
Oct. 1, and Federal regulations on
Members of the party left by nounced by The Christian Science
"Come right in!" exclaimed the such a sympathetic and helpful way.
water birds will permit the taking
automobile and truck to transport board of directors.
It gives advice and entertaining
man at the door.
The committee, which was or
of ducks (except wood ducks) and
their 7li tons of telescopes, huge
"But I'm a Maine Democrat," re reading on every subject In which a
geese (except snow geese, brant and
young fellow is interested. It ls
cameras, and spectrographs to the ganized last July with the approval plied Lawrence.
particularly helpful in sports. I
village of Patos, 200 miles inland of The Christian Science board of
"A what!" said the door-man.
Ross' geese) beginning Tuesday.
directors,
has
been
aiding
British
on the dry plateau of eastern
"A Maine Democrat," repeated made cur school basketball team be
The open season on both ducks
cause of playing tips I read in The
Brazil. Near there, on the center children in co-operation with the the Rockland man.
and geese will be from Oct. 1. to
line of the eclipse, they will build Boston Branch of the United
"Come straight in," said the door American Boy."
Nov. 29 Tire daily limit on duck
States Committee for the Care of
Many famous athletes in all sports
foundations and set up their in
man. "so that we may see what a
ls 10 with the number in possession
European Children, whose head
credit much of their success to help
struments. Careful rehearsals are
Maine Democrat looks like."
at one time being limited to 20.
quarters are in New York City.
And after Lawrence was in they ful suggestions received from sports
being carried out during the latDaily limit on geese is three with
Since July, the committee has
insisted upon photographing him. articles carried in The American
'
ter
part
of
September
so
that
the
the number in possession at one
been able not only to bring evacuee [ __
__
observers can utilize without a hitch
Lawrence was interested to learn Boy Magazine. Virtually every issue
time being six. Ducks may be tak
children
and
American
sponsors
to,
that
Wendell
willkie
is
an
Overseas
|
offers advice from a famou/coach
every second of tlie brief five
en only between the hours of sun
gether, but to assist Americans in
er
and was impressed by the or player.
Football, basketball,
minutes
of
total
darkness
for
which
rise and 4 p. m.
bringing to this country’ the chll- Republican /andldatePs f)ne r'cord track, tennis, In fact every major
they have traveled more than 4500 dren of British relatives and | Hamlln
Open season on gray squirrels is
wy enthuslaatic about
J
sport is covered in fiction and fact
miles.
from Oct. 1 to Oct. 31 in all coun
the success of the National Con articles.
Principal project will be the r en s'
ties. while the open season on rab
In addition to the committee in
James F. (Crackeri Favreau, hero of many a ring encounter, ready for another kind of a fight, if fate
Teachers, librarians, parents and
bits is from Oct. 1 to Feb. 28 in all decrees. This picture was made by Sidney Cullen at Mai ne Central Station Monday morning. Favreau says photographing on an unusually Boston, there ls also a committee vention. and the s:ze of the Maine
delegation, which, as previously leaders of boys' clubs also recomlarge scale of the spectrum and
counties but Somerset and Frank good bye to family before leaving for Ft. McKinley.
of Christian Scientists in New York
the "spectral lines" of the sun's City and consultant committees | stated In this paper. numbered mend The American Boy enthusias
lin. the season closing in those
tically. They have found that as a
1 about 1500.
corona
—
the
delicate,
pearl-like
counties March 31. Bear may be
have been formed ln several of the
“But Maine Legionnaires lost a general rule regular readers of The
halo that extends outside the sun's
taken from Oct. 1 to Nov. 30 in all
large Titles in this country and
orb. Always present, the corona is Canada. The Christian Science fine opportunity to exploit their American Boy advance more rapidly
counties. Gray squirrels are pro
State." says Hamlin. "The Aroos- and develop mere worthwhile char
masked
ordinarily
by
the
extreme
tected by law within city limits at
Butch Wooster and Lou brilliance of the body of the sun. board ot directors emphasized, how ook contingent was the only one acteristics than do boys who do not
all times.
that all applications for car
Cooper Will Settle Ques and can be seen only during total ever.
wnich had Hn Individual exhlbt* read it.
Kennebec. Androscoggin. Cum
ing for children exacuated from
Trained writers and artists, fa
and lt certainly stole the show.
eclipses
when
the
direct
sunlight
berland. Hancock. Knox. Lincoln,
tion Here Next Week
Wherever it appeared along the mous coaches and athletes, explor
ls blacked out. The photographs the committee ln Boston.
Sagadahoc. Waldo. York and Wash
'suit of Happiness" program on Nov
line of march the crowd shouted: ers, scientists and men successful
In the past several months, this will be taken with special large
ington have Nov. 1 to Nov. 30 as
The fiist step of this committee
5, 1939 and created spontaneous, State has had arguments pro and spectrographs which spread the
"Here comes the potato State!' Knox In business and industry Join with
their open season on deer, while
was
to
get
ln
touch
with
a
Com' tremendous interest. It is sung by eon, concerning the heavyweight spectrum (the rainbowlike image of j ^7
Christian itentista n County should have had a float in- an experienced staff to produce In
the more northern counties have a
Paul Robeson, negro, a scholar, I champion. So Rockland should be colored light) to a width of 49
idicative of Its fishing, lime, cement Tlie American Boy, the sort of read
slightly longer season. Oct. 21 to
athlete, and musician: a young poet. proud and the management of the inches. Presence of lines at cer London which ls compiling infor- I or some other industry."
ing matter boys like best.
Nov. 30. The season limit is one
mation
relating
to
children
whoss
' John Latouche. wrote the words, Rockland Athletic Club is proud tain places in the spectrum will In
The American Boy sells on most
And most readers will agree that
of either sex.
' and Earl Robinson composed the to announce that it will hold the dicate the kinds of matter (the va parents ere desirous for their evac a good opportunity was muffed.
newsstands at 25c a copy. Subscrip
There is a daily limit of four on
uation. asking it for the probable
1 music.
tion prices are $2 00 for one year or
flrst heavyweglht championship rious elements) of which the sun
the upland game birds, with four
number of children to be sent and
• • • •
$3.50 for three years. Foreign and
battle
of
the
State
at
the
Park
is built. It is believed that the as complete details about tach one
partridge allowed in possession at
Canadian rates 50c a year extra.. To
George Wood. Jr. attended the Street Arena—the first State large-scale photographs will give I as possible.
one time and eight woodcock. Open
subscribe simply send your name,
Legion Convention the first part of championship bout ever to be held the physicists additional Informa-,
season on partridge is from Oct. 1
The three-act play "Betty, The
address and remittance direct to
to Nov. 15 and on woodcock from
|the week, and reported an exciting in this State over the legal dis tion in regard to the sun’s "build- Response Generous
Girl of Mv Heart" which was given ,
tance of 10 3-mlnute rounds. Friday ing blocks."
nr.nzi
v.»~
.»
The Committee of Christian .»
Oct 10 to Oct. 24
' time.
at Orand View Grange hall in The African Boy. 7430 Second
• • • •
117*125
Oct. 4.
Scientists also informed the United Northport last Monday night was a Blvd., Detrclt, Michigan.
The prohibition on trapping ex
The contestants. Butch Wooster
States Committee of Its existence h#ge success, with hardly standing
pires Oct. 15. and fur-bearing ani
The social held last night was
and its readiness to provide Chris room in the large hall. A dance
mals except muskrats, mink, beaver,
given by the Junior class with mem- of Rockland and Lou Cooper of
A new course is being offered to 1
of the football squad as spe- Bath, both have their arguments
tian Science homes for those ex follow»d the play with music by
bobcat and lynx may be taken from
pressing thLs p:eference.
the boys this year—a course in ' cjaj gUests. The gym was decorated to settle. The winner will be
Work on the addition of an aux
Oct. 16 to Feb. 15.
Philbrnok's orchestra.
Item In The Black Cat
• • • •
iliary boiler to the Federal Build
school colors, orange and recognized legally as the champion
At the same time the Committee
Open season on muskrats in cooking, taught by Miss Nottage of in
Brought Interesting Mem of Chiistian Scientists also sent Booser Night will be observed by ing's heating plant is progessing
Kennebec. Androscoggin, Cumber the Home Economics department. | black, in honor of Rocokland's game by the Maine State Boxing Com
aoplicat'.on blanks to the many Owls Head Orange Monday at the favorably. A new ftnd enlarged
land, Knox. Lincoln. Sagadahoc, Nineteen boys have signed up. all | wRh Brunswick this afternoon. Be- mission.
ories
To W. J. Hatton
Butch (Henry) Wooster has his
who nad already written request town hall at 7.30 o’clock. An in chimney Is slowly growing, and we
Waldo and York counties is from of which are Seniors with the ex- .ween goai posts constructed at one
noor was the sign „We argument to the effect that his
'Los Angeles. Sept. 21
ing information on the procurin'- teresting program will be presented have hopes of heat as a Christmas
March 20 to April 20. In Washing ception of two. In this course the end of
of Chiistian Science evacuees and refreshments served. All non present.
ton it is the month of April. There boys will be called by their nick- want A Touchdown" expressing the fights in the State have been in Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the Sept. 14 edition of the pa- From .ne information ret irned on members are invited.
is a fall season on muskrats in names — "Duqky " Drake, "Dolly" hopes of those present. For enter the past few months over the 2The Alien Registration Office is
Franklin, Hancock. Penobscot, Pis Dolham "Bob Guptill, "Custard" tainment two football movies were mlnute route, but he considers per I saw an Item in The Black Cat these blanks the Committee was en
himself a slow starter and over the referring to William Marshall who abled to provide nelpful In formacataquis. Somerset and Oxford Brewster. "Joe" Pietroski, “Dorr" snown.
The Megunticook Grange Sew- r.ow open front 4 to 6 o'clock, after
counties, the seasons in these Dorr. "Perry" Margeson. "Mac" In
Tlie following committees were in 3-mlnute round distance he can lived on Stone Jsland. It brought tion and make n-ommendatlons as ing Circle cf Camden met Wednes- noons, Monday through Friday.
counties being the months of No- 5 graham. "John" Emerson. "Red" charge: Refreshments. Margaret get started, and bases this on the to my mind something which oc to placing children ln cases where day afternoon and partook of sup- For accommodation of those un
able to appear at that time, ap
vember and April. Aroostook has , Fiore. "Buster" Ellis, "Don" Cates, Havener, Madeline Munro, Nancy fact that on his fighting second in curred years ago—1869 or 70.
its help was requested
per at 6 o'clock.
I was working for Samuel Trus
a fall season on muskrats, the Sukey. Sukeforth, Willey Willey, I toward; decorating. Virginia Bow- the South last Winter he knocked
The tesponse from those wishing
At the evening session of the pointments will be made for regis
month of November and the 30 •Chape" Chaples. "Tiny" Kallloch, ley Ruth jolinson. John Munsey; out Putro Georgle In the fourth sed who kept the Postoffice at Port to care for children has been gen- Grange this program followed the tration at an hour more conveni
days from April 15 to May 15.
Chummy Llnnell. Hezzy To.- entertainment. Polly Spear. John round of a scheduled 10-round fight Clyde at that time. Someone hur erous, according to a s'ah-inent of business meeting: Ralph Went- ent to them. Those required to
Tyler. Edwin I gtorcr Betty Munro: clean-up, Joe of three-minute rounds. Putro ried to the Post Office and told Mr. the committee. Applicatirns from worth of the Hcpe Grange, county I re Sister under the Alien RegiatraThe open season on mink is dur man. and "Ed.
ing the month of November only Tyler.
______
Page. Howard Edwards, Robert Georgie at that time was slated Trussed that William Marshall had those who have assumed that fi agent for the Extension Service, tion Act and who will incur the
in all counties and there is no
Kalloch: advertising. Beatrice Phil- to meet Johnny Pachek who later seized his gun to fire at some wild nancial assistance would be fur conducted two demonstrations to full penalty of the law by failing
The Curtis Publishing Company brook. Pearl Smith. Everett Small; met Joe Louis. Also Georgie pre geese which were flying low. The nished by the Christian Science prevent orchard injury, which in to do so. are urged to register as
open season on fisher and sable.
will conduct its annual subscription tickets, Harrison Dow, Carol Hall. viously had fought a draw with gun exploded and blew hts hand off Committee, or by the families In cluded how to eliminate tree bor soon as possible, to avoid conges
contest at next Tuesday's assembly. Dorothy Trask; music , Everett Ben Brown who was rated as fifth and he was bleeding to death.
England, will have to be rejected ers, and how to mix and put out tion toward the end of the regis
UNION
• • • •
in the world.
I was told to harness “Old Char Inasmucn as sponsors of children poison bait for mice. An address tration period, which expires
Small.
Mrs. Edgar Barker was hostess
Ruth Goldberg has been steno
Butch also has a TX.O. over ley" and drive for the Doctor as fast must furnish proof to the United on Religious Education was given Dec. 27.
Tlie class bought a collection of
Friday to the Mothers' Club.
grapher in Principal Blaisdell's
• • • •
Buddy Thomas of Chattanooga as possible. Old Charley was a very States Government that they can by Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport,
new
records,
and
these
were
used
Mrs. Lewis Ryan and son Rich office this week. Office boys have
Tenn.,
in
the
seventh.
Quite
an
Several
local
merchants have
fast
horse
and
he
never
gave
out,
no
care
for
the
children
for
the
dura

which
was
preceded
by
the
sing

Ion the Recordio machine, with the
ard returned Thursday to Boston.
been Frederick Allen. Albert Smith, ! loud speaker, for dancing. The argument Huh!
matter how fast he was driven. Dr. tion of the war.
ing cf the hymn "Blest Be the agreed to cooperate with the local
Mrs. James Lavorie is visiting her Gilbert Rogers. Paul Stockbridge,
Now Iztu Cooper of Bath Is also Codman lived in Tenant's Harbor
Shor.ly after th» Comm'ttee .if Tie That Binds," and a reading by committees for the observance of
, junior advisers. Mrs Matheson. Mrs
parents m Portland.
Cecil Elwell, Lyford Conary, and
claimant to the State championship and when I got there he was gone, Christian Scientists was est tblished, Alice True of the Hope Grange. National Letter Writing Week and
I
Rcbinson.
and
Mr.
Whiting
were
The “Orandmothers" met Friday Kenneth Conway.
i present, also other faculty members, title, with the argument that he i found out where he had gone and it was informed that four or five The benediction was a poem by plan window displays to tie ln with
with Mrs. Carrie Mank.
the nation-wide campaign to In
never ha? refused to fight anyone started after him. I drove to Smal- children would land in a few days Mrs. May Brown.
I
Mr. Rnd Mrs. Alfred Hawes ac
Ear and eye tests are being given parents and friends.
in the State and that he has one leytewn and met him coming back. and
would
require
Christian
At the next meeting of the crease the use of the postal facilicompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin by home room teachers to all stu
10-round decision over Butch, a I gave him my message and he Science homes. There were homes Circle, Oct 2. scrap books will be itlfs why not Plan 10 cat<:h up
Ruth Wotton. Peggy Havener,
Post of Rockland spent last week dents in Senior High.
4-round TKO. and a decision in started post haste for Port Clyde. available but regulations by the made for the Fair Members are1 wlth your laP«^ correspondence
;
Pauline
Beal,
and
Virginia
Haskell
in Connecticut visiting the Eastern
a six (2-mlnute) round affair.
Old Charley was some warm. The Government and the United States asked to call Mrs. Mary Nash fm- i *hiring the week of October 6th.
The fortnightly faculty meeting
t!le Home Economics Club have
States Exposiion in Springfield and
Anyhow, fight fans and others water was running down his Committee required a deposit by further particulars. Supper will through the 12th? Friends, acwas
held
Monday
afternoon
in
the
j
s0
'
cl
refreshments
in
the
gym
this
the World's Fair. They returned
interested, will certainly not be go legs and the white foam was all the sponsor of $63—to provide in be served at 6 o'clock.
, dtiaintanees, and members of your
home by way of the White Moun library, with Principal Blaisdell week, and Vera Payson and Eloise ing to a tea party when they see over him where the harness touched surance to take care of the child
Booster Night will be observed1 family wiU a11 welcome news of
presiding. Summer school reports ) Law lla<* charge of a table on the this fight.
tains.
him. I let him walk going back should the sponsor fail, and land Monday with supper at 6 o'clock. )your act-ivltles
Red Rose Troop of Girl Scouts were given by Miss Stahl who at second floor.—Ruth Wotton, Club
Four other good bouts are on the home.
ing fees—together with the guar All members not solicited for sup- ;
~
Reporter.
spent last weekend at Pemaquid as tended University of Maine, by Miss
card, with the show starting at 8 30
The accident did not prove so antee of expenses, not to exceed per, are asked to call 561. It Is saxophone solo, Dorothy Keller of
guests of their captain Mrs. Leo deRochemont at Bates College, and
Prices are: Reserved seats, $1.10; bad as reported. It was his finger $75 additional, of the child from hoped that all charter members,1 Mt Pleasant Grange; humorous
A football assembly, arranged by general. $.80; ladles and children
Ross.
by Mrs. Spear at Harvard Univer
that was injured not his hand. The the time of landing until it reached golden sheaf, and silver star mem- J reading, “Maud « Muller Sets a
Coach Matheson, was held Tuesday 30 cents.
Edward Alden. Alvah Ames and sity.
doc’or treated him and in a little Its sponsored home. To some bers and past Masters will be pres- i Hen," Worthy Master Mae Young;
•
•
•
•
morning,
with
Perry
Margeson
as
Dr. Milton Stephenson attended the
! dramatic sketch in charge of
while he was all right. He lived sponsors these payments seemed ent.
Tryouts for Boys Glee Club were chairman. After devotions, which
Legion Convention in Bosto.
many years after that.
rather large, but If the home was
This program, which is open to Thelma Cooper, agricultural sugheld
Friday
by
Mr.
Edwards.
Roy Miller retured Thursday to
The grave reported is probably desirable this sum was furnished the public, is being prepared; Restions, Past Master Harold Nash;
• • • •
New York.
K O. Brlerly of Belfast and his. They used to bury people on by other sources or from those who Opening song by entire group; Na- essay on Patriotism, Past Master,
The Junior Nature Club, spon
Mrs. Edward Alden and son Mait
Young Cooney of Bowdoinham, in the Islands years ago. There are could bear the expense although tional Master Louis J Taber’s ad- J- Herbert Gould; stunt arranged
land return to Brooklyn, N. Y. to sored by Miss Browne, met this wek
the Main event last night at Park graves cn the Teel Island, near unable to furnish the home.
dress will be read by Worthy Mas- bv Past Master Lawrence Hopkins;
and
elected
Albert
Havener
as
morrow.
street Arena, fought to a draw.Tn a
Under the procedure of the Bos ter Mae Young; Facts about closing song, “God Be With You
president,
Vittrice
Hayes,
vice
presi

i____________
good fight wth plenty of action.
ton representative of the United Grange history by the flrst Mas- Til We Meet Again," choir di
dent, Florence Knight, secretary,
The semi-final, the best fight of I
States Committee, the child and j ter of Megunticook Grange, George rected by Charles Lord.
NORTH APPLETON
and Edith Carr, treasurer. Pauline
the evening, saw Mel Fuller of Bel
sponsor meet before placement and E. Nash: vocal duct, Miss Ruth
A flower show will be arranged
Red Cross Fund
Stevens, Aimee Carl and George
fast win an unanimous decision over I
the child ls shown its prospective I Owen and Donald Welt; Address, by Mrs. Letty Bagley and an edu
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Aldus $100 Goldfarb are to draw up a set of
Bobby Pooler of Waterville. It was ]
home. After this meeting, either ' "Citizens'
Responsibility.
State cational exhibit by Mrs. Sarah
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank ...........50 resolutions for the coming year.
a hard fought battle, and was Pool- ;
the sponsor or the child. If It Js Master, F. Ardine Richardson;1 Yolln8• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey
erd’s first loss in a Rockland ring.
of age to make a decision, is at
Jr.................................................... 25
Elections lii Miss Nichols' room
Slasher Porter took every round
liberty to decide whether or not
Mr and Mrs. Leland Johnson .. .25 this week resulted in Jeannette
to win a decision over Young Clukey
the arrangements seem suitable.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey .25 Gardner and Walter Flint for stu
of Waterville in the top prelim
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene .. .50 dent council. Edward Fogg for room
Children Consulted
Young Alexander of Thorndike i
1940
Nash
Sedan
Mrs. Dora Perry .............................25 captain, Joan Hunt, room lieuten
The Committee of Christian
substituting for Buster Robinson oi
With W'eathereye
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cullinan......... 25 ant. and Barbara Koster in charge
Scientists has learned that it is j
Thomaston,
k.o.'ed
Kid
Pelky
ot
j
Run
less
than
50
miles
Mr. and Mrs. George Butler......... 25 of the activity tickets.—Charlotte
not wise to place children, except
Winslow in the second round. Pelky
Very Liberal Discount
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Meservey .25 Gilchrist.
under unusual circumstances, far1
had been leading up to this time, j
• • • •
from the port of landing unless the
but
a
right
to
the
jaw
floored
him
The cheer leaders are doing their
$3.75
’39 Plymouth Sedan
demand for homes is greater than
Arlene Hill, best girl athlete.
for
the
count,
ending
the
first
pre|
stunts at tue games and at rallies
at present.
'39 Mercury Coupe
Buy a home through
111m
Watch for "Strike Up the Band; very well this year, under the lead
The Committee of Christian
were conducted by Ruth Seabury,
In
the
opener,
Whooper
Marston
'38
Pontiac
Tudor
a
Savings Bank mort
ership
of
Lena
Cuccinello.
There
-adv.
Scientists stated that lt has been
are three Seniors and three Juniors the new president of the Girls' won a k.o. in the second round over
'38 Chevrolet Sedan
gage
and your “rent
happy to find that the Greater
—Betty Munro, Carol Hall, Wal Athletic Association, Geraldine Nor Young Joki, in a lively bout. It
'38
Plymouth
Tudor
Boston
Branch
of
the
United
money
” in many
ton
Informed
the
audience
about
was the first knockout in Marston's
ter Butler. Dorothy Fogg and Ma
States Committee for Care of Eu
the
Achievement
Cup
which
Is
given
'38
Chevrolet
Coupe
career.
cases
will
pay off the
rlon Harrington.
ropean Children is not being hur
annually to the girl athlete winning
Next week's attraction is 10 three• * • •
'38 Ford Sedan
mortgage.
ried into unwise decisions either
Coach and Mrs. Matheson and the largest number of points ln minute rounds between Butch
'38 Studebaker Tudor
by pressure of time or desire of
several from the football squad— Senior High, and then Victoria Wooster and Lou Cooper, for the
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
sponsors.
'38
Ford
Tudor
Anastasio,
last
year
’
s
president,
heavyweight
championship
of
the
Keith Allien, Alfred Storer, Donald
Often the Committee of Christian
presented
this
cup
to
Arlene
Hill,
State.
simplest. Consider these advantages:
'38 Ford Convertible
Kalloch, Dominic Mazzeo, Bud
Scientists and the United States
Small, Charles and Franklin Call, winner of 97 points. Miss Hill has
5
Pass.
Coupe
Committee
have
little
knowledge
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
John Storer, Irving McConchie, been a member for three years of have an understanding that would
concerning these children other
'36 Chevrolet Coupe
Don Cates, Myron Cummings, and thi basketball squad, three years better enable them to enjoy them
individually to meet your own particular situ
than their names, ages, and the
'36 Graham Sedan
Vaughn Carey attended the Morse- cn the winter sports team, mana selves at the future games.
occupations of their parents. How
Borrow “On Your Own" ... We
ation.
Ruth Seabury, who has charge
Jay game at Bath Monday and say ger of basketball team, member of
'36 Ford Tudor
ever. a representative of the1
prefer to make loans of $25 to
soft ball team. Outing Club, assisted of the activity tickets, urged the
Jay
High
beat
Morse,
8
to
6
under
2.
Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
United States Committee sees and
$250 or more on just your sig
'35 Chevrolet Sedan
in parties, play days, and a mem support of everyone in school. The
floodlights. Barbara Gilchrist.
nature. And our New, Shorter
talks
with
the
children
after
they
ber
of
the
G.A.A.
Board.
She
has
of
interest, to suit your budget..
assembly closed with the singing of
• • • *
'35 Dodge Sedan
Application saves you time!
land and thus aids in determining
A portable Victrola has been also done student coaching, referee the school song, led by Shirlene
'34 Pontiac Sedan
the type of home they should have.
3.
5% on mortgages in good standing interest
Ten&cnaQ
McKinney—Walter Butler.
loaned by Barbara Lassell to the ing and scoring.
FINANCE co.
'33
Chrysler
Coupe
•
•
•
•
Instead
of
having
tlie
players
of
paid
when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
beginners' typewriting classes for
MARTIN J. RIELStone Island. Joe Teel's wife, Rufus
Dorothy Bisbee of Junior High
the football squad give the plays
for
their
use
In
writing
with
amortized
in I 5 years.
WE BUY AND SELL
LY, Mgr. Room No.
Teel's mother ls burled on Teel
on the stage, as has previously been brought to her music class, taught
201, Floor N o. 2,
rhythm.
GOOD
USED
CARS
Kresge Bldg. Phone
Island. I was at the funeral held
• • * •
done. Coach Matheson asked two by Mrs. Rogers, a Scottish bagpipe,
1155. 241 Water St.
in the old home on the island. I
Junior High music classes are members of hLs team, Irving Mc this week, loaned to her by Harry
Augusta. Me. Small
remember seme who were there—
I x) an Statute License No. 1.
hearing the Victor records of “Bal Conchie and John Storer, to speak Pratt of Limerock street.
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
John Hupper, Alden Hupper, Frank
lad for Americans" loaned to Mrs. on the rules, terms, and fundamen
balances up to $150; 2'
Trussell
and
others.
All
gone
I
am
monthly on balances above.
Watch
for
“
Strike
Up
the
Band.
’
’
tals
of
the
game,
so
that
the
foot

66Stf
Rogers by Albert McCarty. ThLs
’’
ROCKLAND ' Ihlillllij
sad to say,
W. J, Hatton
music was first heard over the “Pur- ball fans in Ijjie audience would -adv,
—«u?

The Hunting Season

Who’s State Champ

The Grange Corner

An Island Grave

At Our Post Office

Plenty Of Action

GOOD
USED CARS

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

This is the l^st call on Dorman's
Dan Paulitz recently bought the
ices for 1940. The busy plant on Irving Simpson house on Beech
New County Road will close tonight. street, and will scon occupy it.
Charles C. Wotton will be one of
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will
the officials at the Maine-Rhode meet Monday night. 7.30 at Legion
Island football game in Orono this Hall, Mrs. Geneva Richardson and
Mrs. Edna Harvey will be hostesses.
afternoon.

The County Teachers
Annual Convention To Be
Held In This City
October 10

The popular Beach Inn at Lin
colnville Beach will remain open
until Oct. 31, much to the satis
faction of its patrons within a
wide radius.

With Our Soldiers
How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

Huckleberries as large as cherries
found iheir way to the editor's desk
...
...
, , this morning. They were raised by
held at 6.15 with the retiring and pred vinnl, who started growing
I incoming presidents in charge oi them ,n the house and then trans.
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power
continental
engine.
This
Dance 8.30 to 12.30
Regardless of which type of
will
be
the
student
plane,
and
Admission 30c, including tax
stone you prefer, you can ba
augments the regular Etinson
117’ltStf
sure that lt will be flawless in
monoplane used on the North
every detail and sculptured to
(in pure butter)
Havcn-Vinalhaven-Swan Island run
perfection. All monuments are
Ambulance
Service
as well as a Fairchild land plane
FUNERAL HOME
correctly designed in tlie mod
PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
used to make connections with
ern mode.
Ambulance Service
Why spend money on useless pile
cross country iine airports. Tibert
remedies? Pile Driver will give
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
TELEPHONES
copimerclal pilot, will instruct the
RUSSELL
INC.
relief at once. Money back if not
$M.
781-1
»r
7tt-UGRAND FOOD
NEW DINING ROOM
students.
FUNERAL HOME

Sept. 29 Standard Time resumed.
Oct. 1 Owls Head—Parent-Teacher
Aas'n meets at Town hall.
Oct 1 Thomaston Federated Church
Church Lincoln Association of Con
gregational Churches.
Meetings ln
Methodist auditorium.
Oct. 1—Boothbay Harbor LincolnSagadahoc Teachers' Convention
Oct. 3 Waldoboro
Parent-Teacher
Ass n meets at Feyler Corner schoolhouse.
Oct & Competitive examinations (or
West Point or Annapolis, In this city.
Oct. 6 12- Business Women's Week
Oct 9—Quarterly meeting ol Lin
coln Baptist Assn at Morrill Baptist
Church
Oct 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. IS—Draft registration day
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro
County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
torium
Oct 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
annual meeting at Community Build
"VRockland
31 Halloween

How you can
E in
every room

Noted Missionaries

The Mess Fund

DRIVEN-A1RE

Sprays Warm Air
throughout Your Home

in today!

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

TRAP SHOOT

DANCING

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

EVERY SUNDAY

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

£

Full Course, Home Cooked Dinners

BURPEE’S

ROAST DUCKLING or FRIED CHICKEN

85c

111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MX.

119-tt

delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine.
$1XH)I. On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Roekland. 115A117

Baked Bean Supper Every Saturday 40c

• CLAREMONT ST.

There are about 125,000.000 life
Insurance policies ln effect in the
United States,

TEL. M2

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
FAST UNION A THOMASTON

ROCKLAND, MX.

M-tf

lllStf
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GLEN COVE

WALDOBORO

May Grow Oysters

Norman On War

Grand Officers Present

Every-Other-Day

WARREN

Alice M. Fuller is recovering from
a sprained arm.
««««
Eastern Star of Tenant’s
A « ««
Quotes Many Famous
Com’r Greenleaf To Make
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman
ALENA
L. STAKRE7TT
Harbor
Inspected
and
HRS. LOUISE MTLUJj
Serious Attempt—What’s Writers and Wants To
of Bangor were guests Sunday of
Correspondent
Correspondent
Work
Commended
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
Hear From Church
Been Done In the Past
ftftftft
ftftftft
Hiram Gregory and Miss Belle
The annual inspection of Naomi
Commissioner of Sea and Shore Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tel. 40
Tel. 27
Schultz of Haverhill, Mass., were
War never settles anything. Ar Chapter OE.S. of Tenant's Harbor
recent visitors at the home of Mrs. Fisheries Arthur R Greenleaf an
The first killing frost of the sea- ]
nounces that an attempt is to be bitration is a much better, more was held Friday with the worthy
Mrs. Henry Crowell is visiting Mary Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Noyes of made to make Maine an oyster sensible, more enduring way to set grand patron, Henry A. Dyer of son was noted Wednesday night, ]
relatives in Revere. Mass.
and thermometers Friday morning i
Mrs. Alfred Storer and Levitt West Granby, Conn., have been growing state. An investigation is tle disputes and differences be Portland as inspecting officer. It registered 27 degrees.
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Sul

Storer accompanied Miss Priscilla
to be started by Paul S. Galtsoff, tween nations. England and the was a night long to be remembered
Parents and friends are invited
Storer to Northampton. Mass. livan.
United States have found this out by Naomi Chapter because of the at
ln charge of shellfish investigations
to the local 4-H Club contest and
Thursday where she entered North
to their mutual benefit. A World
Mr and Mrs. C. E. Gregory have
ampton School for Girls.
returned from a visit with rela for the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries Arbitration • Court should have tendance of several Grand Offi program which will be presented
William Jameson has returned to tives in Needham, Mass., and as and his assistant Dr. W. A. Chip- been set up long ago. and every cers: Associate Grand Matron Ella Tuesday at 7 30 at Town Hall, un
nation in the world solemnly agree Pickett of Portland; Grand Con der the direction of the local lead
the U. of M. after spending the their guests the Gregorys also en man, Jr.
ers, Mrs. Bertha Drewett of the
to abide by its decisions.
Summer vacation with his parents joyed a three days’ stay in New Tests Already Made
ductress, Lula Morse of Bangor;
senior division and Mrs. Mary
"The
more
I
study
the
history
of
York
city,,
motoring
there
over
the
Mr. and Mrs. Poster Jameson.
Grand Warder, Josephine Moore of
The two men have been assigned the world, the more I am convinced
Moore of the junior division of the
Bangor; Grand Sentinel, Harlan
The Parent-Teacher's Associa Merritt Parkway.
Happy-Go-Luekies 4-H Club, and
of
the
inability
of
brute
force
to
Clifton
Lufkin
has
returned
from
1
to
the
worlt
at
‘
he
request
of
the
Irish
of
Portland;
District
Deputy
tion will meet Thursday night at
George Buck, of the Georges Valley
create
anything
durable."
Thus
an
extended
trip
to
the
West
Coast.
|
Maine
department
and
the
results
Grand Matron, Orace Dodge of
the Feyler Corner schoolhouse, Mrs.
of their studies will have a large spoke Napoleon Bonaparte, the East Boothbay and Past Grand Ma 4-H Club. Miss Lucinda Rich of
Margaret Ford hostess.
George Woodward who has been ,.
,
| bearing
on future oyster propaga- greatest soldier and military genius tron, Elizabeth Libbey of Bangor. Rockland, county club agent, will
„ . »
v.
i. .,, „
_
B. G. Miller returned Thursday confined to the house by illness, is , tion activities. Already tests have
speak briefly. Exhibits of cooking,
of his age. when in exile on the
Visitors were also present from canning, housekeeping.
from a five-day visit in Aroostook much improved.
sewing,
been made in the Sheepscot and island of St. Helena.
Rockland.
Thomaston, Warren,
County and New Brunswick. Cana
Miss Adah Hall returned Sunday Damariscotta Rivers and bottom
and garden projects will be fea
“War is Hell."—Gen. Sherman
South
Thomaston.
Rockport.
Cam

to Boston after ten days' visit with has been found which irtey con
da.
War is brutal, and partakes of den. Rumford, Damariscotta, East tured.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of her mother, Mrs. Mary Hall and sider suitable for oyster culture.
the jungle. It has been resorted Boothbay, Bangor arid Portland.
With the change from daylight
Providence and Mr. and Mrs. Nor sister, Emily.
Records reveal that Maine once to. over and over again, all down
Supper preceded the meeting. to standard time Monday, mall
man Sturrock of Dover. Mass., have
had a substantial oyster fishery through thousands of wars of re Elizabeth Imlach had charge of the despatches, and the time the mails
been recent guests of Mrs. Nellie GROSS NECK
but for some reason the supply ran corded history. And many nations, kitchen assisted by Bella Anderson, will arrive, will remain practically
Overlock.
Mrs. Emily Wmchenbaei of West out. Two years ago the depart both imperialist and republic, have Margaret Reid, Ethel Auid and the same hours as during the Sum
At the First Baptist Church, Rev. Waldoboro visited Tuesday with ment planted several bushels in a gone down to win by resorting to Harold Dowling. Harriet Rawley mer with the exception oi the time
likely spot near Boothbay Harbor it.
Harold W. Nutter, pastor, all serv Mrs. Eldora Gross.
assisted by Nina Leach took charge the mall is closed ln the afternoon,
are crying from the dust of
ices will begin on standard time.
Mrs Charles L. Eugley is visit- and
these beds have grown to VoicesTyre.
of the decorations and the dining from 4.20 to 4.15.
Worship is at 10 45 with sermon lng her daughter Mrs Villa Morse i-^ble proportions.
From Baalbec and the stones of
room. Decorations carried out the
In the practise inter-High School
Babylon.
topic, "A man at the Door;" Sun at the village
According
to
Commissioner ' We raised
our pillars upon self-desire. harvest season by the use of corn ball games this week at the local
day School at noon; Young
Mrs. Henrv SHeliuger and Ms. Orwnleaf his department will atAnd perished from the large gaze stalks. cat-o'-none-talls and fall
diamond, visiting teams were vic
of the sun."
peoplemeeting at 6; evening Madehne Hopkins oi Damariscotta temP‘ experimental plantings of
flowers and fruit. Favors at each torious thus: Rockport vs. Warren.
praise and preaching service at 7. were callers Sunday at Harry oysters on areas found suitable. He Eternity was on the pyramid.
place
were
small
brown
paper
trav

Tuesday night. Rockport won. 12
And Immortality on Greece and
ZIPPER FRONT AND POCKET,
predicts that it will prove a worthThe pastor will speak at the eve Creamer's
Home;
eling grips, each lined with paper to 1. and in the game Thursday
But
ln
them
all
the
ancient
Traitor,
ning service on the subject,
Retrnt visitors at Ln home of
venture and points out how
representing
the
colors
of
the
Star
Sizes 8 to 18
night, Waldoboro vs. Warren. Wal
hid
"Shadows Over Our Youth.” This Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner m New Brunswick and Prince EdAnd so they tottered like unstable and filled with candies.
doboro
won
10
to
7.
foam
is young people's night and there were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler. ward Is‘a"d lar*e ““Prosperous
Tlie waiters were Alvah Harris.
Mrs. Henry Marr was compli
will be special music by the newly Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach of West °ys‘w
have been deiel- There was no substance In their soar Ernest Rawley Willis Wilson. Har
ing
hopes.
mented
Tuesday night on her
organized orchestra. A special in Waldoboro and Mrs. Henderson oped under very similar conditions
lan
Bragdon,
Dr.
Charles
Leach
The voice of Thebes Is now a desert
Ito those «uting ln Malne
OTHER JACKETS to $9.50
birthday anniversary by a pleasant
vitation has been extended to High Gross of Broad Cove.
cry;
Henry
Paterson
and
Clayton
Hun

Who can doubt that Maine was A spider bars the road with filmy ropes newell who were dressed in over surprise party arranged at the Marr
School students. Prayer meeting
Miss Marie Waltz has been a re
Where once the feet of Carthage
once an oyster growing state? More
Wednesday will be at 7.
thundered by,
cent Portland visitor.
alls and farm hats to further carry home by her daughter, Miss Doro
thy Marr of Rockland, aided by Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Richards,
than 1000 shell heaps have been lo- A bittern booms where once fair Helen out the harvest idea.
Clyde Sukeforth, manager of the
laughed.
Montreal Royals is now at his son Virgil and daughter Helen re- "ated ^uween Eas1tport a"d
The work was exemplified in an Marr. The guest of honor re
A thistle nods where once the forum
thft*
clam shells but at
poured;
home here. Gene Karst of St. Louis eentry visited his parents Mr. and
impressive manner by the regular ceived several nice gifts, and ice
lizard lifts and listens on a shaft.
Mo., is visiting at the Sukeforth Mrs. Samuel Richards in Friend Damariscotta where are the deep A Where
corps of officers who are: Worthy cream, cake, cookies and candy
once
of
old
the
Colosseum
roared
home.
ship.
, est and most extended collections
Matron, Winifred Milne; Worthy were served. Other guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
are practically nothing but No house can stand, no kingdom can Patron, William Imlach; Associate Mr. and Mrs. Pete Royer of this
Rev. and Mrs. Harold W. Nutter
rtuementa ln this column no.
endure
town. Miss Wilhelmina Watts. Miss to Advi
and Miss Edna Young attended children. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mc oyster shells
exceed three lines lneerted once foi
RECEIPT book for fraternal order
Built on the crumbling rock of self- Matron, Mabelle Rose; Associate
One
authority
has
estimated
that
_____
Ida
Watts,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Abner
25
cents,
three times for so cents. Ad- lost Wednesday on Main 8t. Impor
desire.
the Damariscotta Baptist Associa Leod and daughter and Miss Max- ..
. , ,
Patron. Cnarles Rose; Secretary. Hall Mr and Mr« Fred Moore and dltlonal lines
live cents each for on» tsnt for matters of record
Finder
or* ™?™undi contained as Nothing Is Living Stone, nothing Is Margaret Cant; Treasurer, Blanche Hall, Mr and Mrs Fred Moore and Ume ,0
for threa tlmea
piea*e phone 770
iis-iis
tion meeting Wednesday at the lne Wentworth of Camden were
sure.
,
;--------- 7----- 7------- J---- "—
That is not whitened ln the Social Simmons; Conductress. Jessie Har Miss Audrey Moore all of Thom- small words to a line
Bunker Hill Baptist Church in Jef guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. high as 45 000.000 cubic feet of oys
1 8MAIJ. piece of red needlepoint
ter shells. A lime kiln was erected
Fire
about 4 In wide. 3 ft long, lost either
ferson.
Melvin Genthner.
ris; Associate Conductress. Mabel aston. Mr and Mrs. Victor Daniello
Edwin Markham
on Claremont St. or near Sea View
of
Rockland,
and
Mrs.
Marie
Holt
Mr and Mrs James Waltz of the many vears T' ,a
for,med
Wilson;
Chaplain.
Ella
Davis;
Mar
Garage.
Rockland, or near Rockport
“As I look out at the world today
Class Leaders Elected
psetoRtce: reward TEI. Rockland 103
tillage called Sunday on his aunt and a tract of the shell heap land I am wondering if the Almighty, shal, Madoline Baum; Organist. of Camden.
117-119
________________________________
bought. But the shells had lain
These officers have been elected Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Mrs. Henry Caldrice has returned
Author of the Universe, does not Harriet Rawley; Adah. Mary MarSHOT guns and rifles, bought sold
to serve their classes at High School,
PET
rabbit
lost
by
Miss
Barbara
Harry W. Creamer and Clarence to° ‘on« When dug out and «' feel somewhat helpless against thejr*°tt; Ruth. Elizabeth Imlach; Es- home from a visit in Lawrence, ' "bd
exchanged ARTHUR S SMALLEY. Goldsmith TEL 377-M or call at 197
for the coming year:
_ _ ... »__ i
’ Kumonlnn Cafe. 239 Main St. City.
Richards were in Portland last P“ed to
alf » was found that colossal and appalling stupidity of|;her, Gladys Davis; Martha. Aune with her mother.
115-117
Mrs.
Jennie
Ken113*121 Broadway. City.
Senior—President. Richard Mill week.
decomposition had advanced too
nedy. and other relatives.
his
creation
—
man.
That
nations
Bragdon;
Electa,
Evelyn
HunneHAMPSHIRE ram lamb for sale 5 1
_____
er; vice president, Mona Winchen
Mrs. Fannie Waltz of West Wal far. They crumbled into a sub
well; Warder, Margaret Marriott
months
old. weight about 75 pound*. Ur A M lVII
bach; secretary, Helen Boggs; trea doboro visited relatives here Thurs stance much resembling coarse lime. which have converted themselves
Carolyn Philbrook has returned I P
hartfs1 f STACKPOLE Thomaston
TV
All
I LV
and
Sentinel,
Clayton
Hunnewell.
117*119 __________________
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
'____________________________
The idea had been to convert the into seething cauldrons of hatred,
surer, Keith Winchenbach; mem day.
In his remarks the Grand Patron
death
and
destruction,
should
have
bers of student council, Vera Jame
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale at
WASHINGS and Ironings wanted
Herbert Simmons of Gloucester. shells into hen food and fertilizer the insolence and the brazen au commented favorably on the work Kenneth Thompson in Friendship.
Miss Harriet Hahn, patient at ^Lr^dron,l^t„R^-1
®mahcm achorn. 88 south Mainer
son. Roy Winchenbach.
Mass., was in this vicinity recently but the bubble burst and later the dacity to still implore God to 'bless' of the Chapter. A fine program
Junior — President, Madeline calling on friends and relatives. kiln burned.
consisting of solos by Gilbert Auld he Ma .achu etts Memorial Hos- I FOUR 1940 Farnsworth radios for Rale _ GIRL wanted, for general housework
Nathan W. Thompson. Portland them and 'protect' them, is beyond
Rines; vice president, Inez Hilton; Mr. Simmons was formerly a resi
Call at 19 Beech St . or TEL 9"8
fuiiv automatic: S69 95. 9-tube
and William Imlach. selections by pital is showing a slight gain.
my understanding.
117-119
secretary, Madeline
Genthner; dent of Waldoboro but had not attorney who lives at Falmouth ‘he
Miss
Dorothv
Marr is
pmnlnvwl
$59 95. <29 95. for
set. $18
£39SO:'0.$19two
the
Scotch
Trio,
William
Imlach,
Miss
Morotnj
Marr
is
empiojea
tftble
95
1 Recently Mr. Hitler issued a proctreasurer, Rudolph Kantola; mem visited here for more than 23 years. Foreside has been experimenting
HIGH school girl wanted to stay
X*
lamation saying: "In humility we Gilbert Auld and Jchn Reid; and at the home of Dr. and Mrs. O. W set for $14 SO. Circulator OU Burner. nlarhta
for companv with voting mar
bers of student council, Peggy
I re* 159 «• f9f- 125
General Electric
Mrs. Eldora Oross was a Rock' „nt tlm. ° h.' 2i«n.*s ‘han't God for his blessings." Aatl readings by Gladys Davis, was well 8oule in Rockland.
129 RANKIN ST 115*117
i refrigerator. $75. only $55. Norge "Be- I fl|,<) woman
;
the
present
time
he
has
planted
Jameson, Maynard Wallace.
land visitor Friday.
Mrs Oertrude Starrett returned ■ Ljj*«
A parl tlme maid wanted No cooMprobably 25 bushels and had many J!£rosst_,JJ’e English^Channel. Mr received.
Sophomore — President. Barbara
Tuesday from Waldoboro where wrin4r. *13 so
haroid <*oombs tn^
MRS ° H
a meal from his bed. He has also Churchill said; 'Great Britain
Picinich; vice president. Pauline
she had been employed as nurse 64 Masonic st, Ttl. 768-r, Rockland —;-------- —------------------------------trusts
its
cause
to
Almighty
God.
”
PORT
CLYDE
HOPE
planted and successfully bred quaCreamer; secretary. Frances Cream
the Dr J S________________________________ 117-119
SMALL farm wanted, suitable for
And here in America we raise our
Butldlngs ln good condlt'oti.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons haugs and scallops.
er; secretary, Frances Creamer;
Lieut. Walter M. Brown, son of several weeks in
FAT hog for sale, or trade for heifer; chickens
Hathorne home.
Price reasonable
T J WILLIAMS.
Fifty
years
ago
all
the
oysters
volces
ln
singing
a
beautiful
sor.g
and
daui
ter
who
passed
a
few
al
o
new
milch
cow
and
calf;
boat
treasurer, Edith Burgess; members
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Brown is sta
Te>* We.t Appleton 4-11______ 117*119
“
God
Bless
America."
—
while
our
Mrs.
Flora
Peabody
entertained
b
7
,
‘
r
,
<1
'
ia
.^'
DEN
J
days
in
tleboro, Mass., returned | that came to Portland were brought
of student council, Thomas Lee.
tioned at Camp Edwards in FallMIDDLE axe dependable man wanthome Tuesday.
*
| in oyster vessels and opened at the Congress votes to spend $10,000,000- mouth. Mass., for a few weeks, leav- at a house party last weekend at ' ____________________________________
UOTC.Rra »
antn
r.rtl,, HO
rhean 1 ed f°r llBht f8rm WOrk MuSl
X0***
Gwendolyn Gross.
n11L KELSEY.
Jc
A 9PV° 165 No dry ml>ker W mid like one to drive
•The Willing Workers met Tues- dealers shops. In this trade was a
^or
implements of blood- nng then for Ft. Hulen, Texas, for her Crescent Beach cottage. Mrs. e,
Freshman — President. Maynard
for quick sale D L KELSEY. 1«5_ No. | CRT but „ot necesHkry 8tate wag„
Everett Cunningham. Mrs. Clar Main St . Tel 963 J. City_______117-119 | Write "C” care Courler-Oazette
Eugley; vice president, Althea Hil day night at the home of Miss Celia big fleet of small schooners bring- slled death and destruction—while a year.
114*119
,
ing them to Boston and Portland. we sPurn our ideals of de"tocracy
BABY coach for sale, full size, draft
ton; secretary, Margaret Mank; Chadwick.
William Braye and Parker Braye ence Spear. Mrs. Clifford Spear
p-jof. navy with balloon tires; pia^ j MALE. Instruction.
We want to
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Davis had All the Portland oyster dealers— and t°rcl0'V conscript 12.000.000 of of Vinalhaven were guests Sunday and Mrs. Edwin Nash.
treasurer, Louise Teague; mem
pen large oak dresser, mahogany desk select reliable men mw imploytd,
' and there were a lot of them in i ^5 na‘'on s youth.
-“ ST
—
-------4AIN
bers student council. Arthur Ken 16 visitors Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Spear of ; r.
Si —
NO M.of Mr and Mrs. W J. Robbins.
117*119 with foresight, fair ed"?"tloii and me
,
7
. 1 chanlcal Inclination* Wiling lo tra'n
Rev.
John
T.
Holman
who
is
enthose
earlier
days
—
joined
forces
in
cure
for
war
lies
not.
ln
nedy, Clarissa Miller.
David Brown has returned from a Hillsdale. N. J. were overnight
PIGS for sale at City Farm. $3 eachL j sparc time or evenings to become lnmore
war
—
nor.
in
vain
prayers
to
gaged in evangelistic work, spent j chartering vessels,
business trip to Boston and Bruns guests Wednesday at the home of i »i«o shoau at varlcAis prlcca 115-tf 1 sTall*tiSn’\nd"iervicV rxpert<iu‘(m "all
a few days with his family this
They gave the skipper the cash in God for victory. The cure for war wick.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear in
shoats for sale
gleason hill
APPLETON RIDGE
and an unFARM. Tel 4 5. union
115-117, ^.f,rn'gf age. present occupation. UTIL?-’
week.
[ sman tills and. silver and it was up lies in an. irrepressible
_
After spending the Summer with East Warren.
Arnold Pitman, a Junior at the
The Advent Christian Church will to him to get to the oyster fishing con<iuerable Will For Peace
Mor- his parents at Head-of-Alford Lake.
NEW
milch
heifer
for
sale
at 473 .! TIES INST ■ care CourlerOi“ j J j, n7
Mrs. Marguerite Payson. Grand , old County
CARL wilijamson
University of Maine, spent last hold services Sunday thus: At 10 30 grounds in Virginia, buy a load at a ton Alexander- Editor of Humanity
Stephen Kleene left recently for Adah of the Grand Chapter of Tel 645 m
117*119
CONVALESCENT or elderly ladles
weekend at his home here.
a m. worship; 11.45 a. m. Sunday right price and get back to Port- | Where stand the churches? Are Madison. Wis.. where he teaches
rrvwTwwoc ,
,
,
. wanted to board ln my modern home.
Maine. OES., past matron of
THREE Jersey cows for sale: good i nrt.i.tf. f CiROTTON lia Camrisn Qt
Mrs. Man' Fuller is a patient at School; 6 30 p. m. Loyal Workers; land as qulcklj' as he could. Each ‘hey on the side of war, or on the
CHARLES Taylor. ‘IJnanu
Camden^
mathematics at the State Univer Fond-du-lac Chapter, of WashingKnox Hospital.
7.30 p. m. evening service. The 1 man in the deal got his share of the side of chrlst? “Thou shalt not sity. Enroute he stopped off for a ton. was guest of honor Wednes- H>rbor---------------------------------—
I FURNITURK wanted to uphoJ.twiT
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sprowl re pastor. ------------- -------------mlwd
'kill," says the Bible. "Love your
has
returned
from
vacation. oysters when
PIANO accordion, for sale. 48 base. | called for and delivered T J FLEMclimb in the White Mountains and day at Grace Chapter, in Thomas
turned home Sunday, after spending The mid-week prayer service will
Nearly all the oyster openers I enemles' and do good to those who
ING. 19 Birch St , Tel 212-W 107*112 tf
attended the Mathematical Associa ton. Members of Ivy Chapter of Klnner. THEODORE SIIL
Box 56. 1
a few days with relatives in Quincy, be held in the vestry Wednesday were
and___
they
paid “'spitefully use you." and "He who tion meeting at Dartmouh College
___ Irishmen
__r__________
_ were
___ .____
Warren
116-118
!
this town, who attended were Mrs.
Mass, and Barre, Vt.
at 7.30. At the morning service j by the gallon and made good monej' taketh up the sword shall perish in Hanover, N. H„ motoring from
Lina Smith. Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
AIR tight and parlor stoves for sale
Miss Marilyn Robinson, who spent the pastor will give the first ln a i The vessels couldn't bring oysters *y tde swo^d' ®aid the greatest of
right
MR« I J PIERCE
there to Madison with friends.
Mrs. Inez Mathews, and Mrs. Mil Priced
Llmerock
St . Rockport
115*117
the Summer with her grandmother, series of sermons based on the ‘ in the warm months as they would Christian **"
Teachers
In spite of inclement weather, a dred Gammon.
FURNISHED heated apartment to
Mrs. Bertha Wentworth, has re prophecy of Malachi, "They shall spoil so every Spring large quanti- 1
us ^ear from the Federation goodly sized number attended the
COCKER spaniel pups for sale Rea let at 14 MASONIC ST._________117*119
sonable price. 17 TRINITY ST. 114*116
turned to the home of her parents, build, but I will throw down." In ties were planted in shallow water of Churches and from the minisMrs. Hannah M. Spear
LOWER tenament to let, at ~172
recent Thimble Club meeting at
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Robinson in the evening the meditation will be at the mouth of the Stroudwater ters of a11 denominations, who
Fall Bargains In Real Estate
North Math 8t Furnished, rent rea
Mrs. Hannah M. Spear, widow
Mrs. Allie Allen's. Owing to the
sonable
8-ROOM
house.
2
baths,
furnace,
Northeast Harbor.
River in Upper Portland Harbor. | P««hJ ;Pea<* on Earth' Oood WiU absence of the president Mrs. G of Moses R. Spear died Sept. 17, garage. IVj acres land. Buildings ln ex Tel 953 W.Inquire D O CUMMINGS.
on "The Wedding Garment."
117 119
Mrs. Edna Miller of Burkettville,
and of her it may well be said, cellent repair, was $3500 now $2500
The oysters grew fast there al to Men.”
EIOHT-room house to let. bath, fur
Brownell,
Mrs.
Gladys
Burgess,
vice
7-ROOM Cape Cod type house, stone
Norman Wallace Lermond
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy and chil
furnished or unfurnished; cor
though they never seeded nor bred
president, presided. Plans were “She did her work well; she has fireplace, electricity. 4 acres of land, nace;
ner Ocean Ave MRS BELIMORE InThomaston. Sept. 24.
dren of North Union spent Sunday ROCKVILLE
received
her
reward.
”
She
was
long
shore
frontage,
beautiful
view
of
They
had
to
be
planted
every
graham
HUI.
117»119
made to entertain the Lincolnville
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders of Well
harbor and Islands, was $4000 now
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart.
Spring. •
LARGE front room to let. heated.
Ladies’ Aid at the next meeting to born April 25. 1855. the fourth child $3000
ington,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Cassner
Miss Barbara Wentworth returned
18
SITUATED on No 1 Highway Col on street floor, nicely furnished
They were taken out every few manner other than by the use of be held Oc. 2 a Mrs. Helen Went of the late Deacon David and Mary
115-117
onial house of 12 rooms good repair, Leland St.. TEL 114-W
home last Saturday after being and daughter of Boston were visi days or as fast as the trade demand hand tongs.
Starrett
of
this
u
’
ace.
When
jnlv
worth's:
also
for
a
sale,
supper
and
electricity, barn. M acres land, field,
furnished apartment to
guest of her sister, Mrs. Bernice tors last weekend at the home ed. Everything was going along
Meanwhile up in Canada they are card party to be held early in De 12 years old. she united with the pasture and timber, well situated for letTHREE-room
Apply at 12 WARREN ST or 11
of Mrs. Annie Bucklin.
road
side
market,
overnight
guests
and
Robinson in Northeast Harbor.
JAMES
8T
_____________________
116-tf
doing
things
with
oyster
culture.
In
Congregational Ci lurch and the oil station, was $3500 now 82775
Fred Patridge has been guest fine and nobody looked for a change. the year 1938-1939 work was carried cember.
Rev. George Bolster of Brewer
FURNISHED home to let, with *11
spiritual
consolation
was
manifest
MODERN house of 7 rooms, practic
But
one
came.
Instead
of
going
to
Thimble
Club
met
Wednesday
with
modern conveniences. 7 attractive
ally new. with 2-car garage $3200
was speaker Sunday at the Baptist this week of Mr. and Mrs. Percie all the expense of shipping oysters on by the Department of Fisheries
Mrs. Florence Allen and made plans when, during her illness, she was
SEVERAL other good buys $1200 up. rooms, bath, cement cellar. 2 car ga
Fiske.
Church.
rage and furnace
Family moving
in Prince Edward Island and Nova for a sale, supper and card party in ever patient and uncomplaining.
L A THURSTON
from
the
South
why
not
shuck
them
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rawley of
Tel. 1159.
Rockland away. Inquire at 96 SOUTH MA4N ST.
Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira mo
right near their beds and ship them Scotia. The Dominion Government December.
Her
supreme
devotion
was
to
______________
__
______________
116*118
115-120
tored recently to Franklin, Mass. Lincolnville Center called on Mrs. without their shells direct to Port- by an agreement with the province
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Christen her home and family. This was her
Florence
Bolduc
and
Charles
P.
SIX-room
house
and
garage
for
sale
They were accompanied by Nor
land?
| of Prince Edward Island in 1928 ob- sen and daughter Jean of Laurel, life and in it she was intensely on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water to let. suitable for couple; garage If
desired. C. A EMERY Tel 436 M
man and William Post, who spent Tolman last weekend.
At first dealers declared it would ' tained jurisdiction over the prov- Md„ were recent guests of Mrs. happy, continually absorbed in the heal. Price $1800. Can he paid for _____ ___________________________ 116-tf
Mr,
and
Mrs.
D.
A.
Sherer
mo

as rent. V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
the last year with their grand
not work but it did, and ln airtight ince's oyster areas and undertook' Mildred Dunton. Miss Priscilla welfare and happiness of her loved 330. 283 Main St
HOUSE to let with garage Corner of
107-tf
and Llmerock streets TEL
mother, but remained in Franklin tored Thursday to Waterville, Au containers we began to get better , to develop its oyster industry,
1940 willys Va-ton pick up for sale, Union
Crawford spent the weekend with ones; and in her last illness they
gusta
and
Hallowell
where
Mrs.
35-J.
___________________________ 116 118
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
were ever in her thoughts and equipped with heater and defroater.
j and cheaper oysters in Portland.All I Experimental oyster farming was her aunt, Mrs. Dunton.
Sherer
called
on
friends
who
MODERN
tenement to let at 50'.
v,
,
Will sell at a bargain E O PHILNorman Post.
shellfish taken out of the water be- ' commenced by the department and
I BROOK 6c SON, 632 Main St. Tel. 8ummer St Tel 253-M A C McLOON.
Among those from out of town nearl
worked
with
her
some
years
ago
Lucy Moody was guest last week
gin to go back some time before scientific investigations by the Fish- who attended funeral services for
She is survived by two sons, Wes- | 466-w, City.______________________97-tf City.__________________________ 115-tf
THREE room furnished apartment
end of her sister, Ruth Moody in when she was a teacher at Coburn Ehey really die.
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $150;
The oysters i «ies Research Board were begun Eugene True were his sister. Miss ley E„ postmaster, and Forrest E.,
Classical
Institute
in
Waterville.
Sewed. $1 40; long. $1 30 M B 6; C O. to let Flu'h toilet Hot water, piazza
Union.
shipped here by vessel and shucked
two important regions—the Bras Fannie True and nephew “Ned" both of this town; one brother, PERRY, Tel. 487.
and
shed. TEL 156-W, 12 Knox St.
106
tf
Wilson Moon returned home
Mrs. Nina Hart, Bert Robbins,
115 tf
here were in a weakened condition j d'Or Lakes of Cape Breton and the Wilder, William Wilder, Mr. and Henry S. Starrett of San Diego,
SAIL boat for sale, 18x6'. round
Sunday
from
Knox
Hospital.
A plcasint, live room house, bath,
Priscilla and Phyllis Robbins of the
when opened. Those opened in the j Gulf of St. Lawrence coast of the Mrs. H. B. Wilder all of Massachu Calif.; four grandchildren. Hilliard. bottom, center board, gaff-rtgged; new
Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rockland is
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS. electric lights to let at 171 South
village spent Sunday with Mr, and
69-tf Main St . City Address A W Dean.
setts; his son Osman True and Mrs. Harland and Jasper Spear of this 119 Summer St.. City.
passing a few days with Miss Olive South almost as soon as they were mainland.
3 Moody St . Waltham. Mass__ 115 117
Mrs .Roland Edgecomb.
The
greatest
development
of
oys

taken from the water were fresh
D 6c H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
True of New York; and another town. Marjorie, wife of Abbott
Tolman.
HOUSE to let hot water heat, llghta,
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Prock of
ter farming has been in Malpeque son, Payson True and Mrs. True of Spear of Newton Center, Mass.; $14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
and strong.
$8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft, bath, garage Ocean Ave. Ingraham's
Lincolnville and Dr. Thomas of
also several nieces and nephews. not screened $9 ton del ; screened. $10 Hill. MRS ORRIN SMITH, Tel 396-M
The goods spoke for themselves Bay region and investigations have Concord, Mass.
____
115-117
Rockland were callers Sunday on UNION
E19
and pretty soon nobody wanted centered at the Prince Edward
John Wilson Jr. met with a nar By these and by a host of loving ton del. M. B. 6c C. O. PERRY.106-tf
HOUSE to let at 375 Broadway. Flush
A. H. Moody and L. N. Moody.
Nazarene Church Notes
anything but the Southern-opened Island Biological Station at Ellers- row escape recently when a rock friends, she will be long and deep Main St. Tel. 487.
toilet, electric lights^ In good condi
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, and
The prayer service Thursday was oysters. Finally Portland dealers lie. The total number of oyster from a blast set off on the Hope ly mourned.
tion MRS. E B SLEEPER. Tel 36
112-tf
Mrs. Thorndike of Rockland, were in charge of Miss Bernice Newbert began handling them at retail for farms in operation during 1938 was road, damaged the top of his car
Funeral services were held Sat
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
recent visitors at Azuba Sprague's of North Waldoboro and was one 25 cents a quart.
594 and they had an average of 2130. and broke the windshield.
urday from the home and were im
land St. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock
and A H. Moody's. Mrs. Moody of help and inspiration.
pressively conducted by Rev. H. I.
Marine farming is no myth. It acres.
111-tf
WE buy. sell and trade used guns land St.
spent an afternoon recently with
It is claimed that oysters grown in
The pastor. Rev. J.W. Ames, will has been carried on in other
Holt of Rockport and Rev. L. Clark Oood supply on hand R E NUTT
FURNISHED, heated room $4 week.
Shoe Store, 436 Main 8t„ City. 116-121 FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 330
her daughter, Mrs. Alice Buck in fill the pulpit Sunday. The ser counties for many years and to North Atlantic areas are in many SPRUCE HEAD
French of the Congregational
108-tf
PERSON seen ln my garden taking
Warren.
Mrs. Robert Stewart has returned Church of which she was the old vegetables,
vices will again be on standard some extent in Massachusetts. Up ways superior to the mid-southern
especially cabbages, please
Mrs. Ethel Moody spent Friday time. Worship will be at 10 o'clock in New Hampshire they have some species. They are firmer and rich to Brooklyn, N. Y. after several est member.
Numerous floral return or pay me for same. MRS
117*119 SOMERVILLE
afternoon with Ruth Moody in Bible School, 11.15; N.YR.S. 6 very fine oysters in the Oreat Bay er in flavor. This only goes to show weeks' vacation at her cottage on tributes bespoke an affectionate STANLEY CUSHING
REMOVE your wall paper the modern
Spruce
Head
Island.
Union.
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
o'clock; and evening service at 7.
and its tributaries, Little Bay and that fish of all kinds in the cool
regard. The bearers were John way Rent our Steamer. H. H. CRIE
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard and Teague, Oscar Starrett, Earl Moore 6c CO.. 328 Main St.. Tel. 205 112-117 Frank Hlsler's were Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Davis, game warden, was a
The subject of the Bible School the Durham River. The Fish and waters off and near the Maine
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster Jesse Hilt arid children, Mrs. Wil
business caller Monday in tiiis lesson is “Tlie Use and Abuse of Game Department has never done coast are better. The best potential family were in Fairfield Friday on and Herbert Thomas. Burial was
stimulants, tonlce In Ostrex tablets
vicinity.
Wealth.” The aim of this lesson anything to promote the cultivation oyster areas in Maine are believed business.
in the family lot at Monument often needed after 40 by bodies lack bur Hilt of Union, Mr. and Mrs.
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine. Percy Eaton anid Otis Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mann of Square.
is to help each realize that he is of the oyster except to regulate to be mostly west of the Rockland
Vitamin B-l. Get 35c size today. Call,
areas.—Alfred Elden in the Port Camden were overnight guests
Daniel Hisler Flora Avery, and
Those from out of town who at write C. H. MOOR 6c CO and all other
Tlie largest brain in recorded steward of the material blessings the statute as foillows:
100*117 Virginia Cunningham were recent
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles tended the services were: Mr. and good drug stores
"No person shall at any time land Sunday Telegram.
medical history was that of Ivan he possesses. This will be Temper
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock callers on Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eaton
Cleveland.
Mrs. Abbott Spear of Newton Cen
Turgeneff. The Nineteenth Cen ance Sunday and there will be a take oysters from Great Bay or its
Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall order*
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is chaperon ter, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter land
Jesse Clark of Washington was
tributaries Little Bay or Durham Lions—The King of Beasts—when
tury Russian novelist had a brain short talk by Mary Ware.
•ollclted. H. O. RHODES. Tel 519-J
108-S-tf a recent visitor at Mont Orotton's.
ing
Miss
Marie
Marchua
and
Ervnot
performing
as
a
circus
high
The
leader
for
the
young
people
’
s
River,
unless
he
is
a
resident
of
the
Tibbetts
of
Malden,
Mass.;
Mr.
and
weighing four pounds, ten ounces.
Frank Hisler, Jr., who has been
Next largest known was the brain service will be Mrs. Dorothy How state. No person shall take oysters hurdler—uses a thirty-foot hori- ing Repplier of Scituate, Mass., who Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gardiner; Miss
Watch for “Strike Up the Band." employed, with a tar crew, has re
of Daniel Webster, the Amberican ard. A special invitation is extend during the months of June July and zontal leap surpassed only by the are spending the week at the Wil Cecil Eugley of Waldoboro; and
turned home.
son cottage.
—adv.
Cora Robinson of Thomaston.
August or through the ice or in any antelope.
btatesfan,
ed to all young people.

SENTER#CRANES

Another Grand Buy

BOYS’ PLAID

JACKETS

$2.S8

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

S

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

Every-Other-Da?
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GEORGES RIVER ROAD

Bangor called on friends in town
ORFF’S CORNER
CUSHING
Marianna Rockwell has resumed
Mrs. Gerald O'Brian and four
Mrs. James Hall has returned to Sunday. Mr. Whitmore is suffering
from
a
broken
heel.
her studies at Oak Grove Seminary,
children have returned to Canada Tenant's Harbor after a visit with
Mr. and Mis. William R. Mun
His Place On Maritime
Vassalboro.
after spending the Summer as her daughter Mrs. Albert B. Elwell.
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
MRS. OSOAR O.1JLNB
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mathew
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Meyer, roe spent Sunday with Mr. and
Visitors Sunday at B. S. Geyer’s
Commission
Taken
By
sons Leonard and Floyd and Roland Mrs. Melvin E. Wcod.
Torpacka.
were Mrs. Alice Gray, Ralph Gray
Oorre«|XMxlenL
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Naval
Commander
Mrs.
Isaac
Hills
went
Tuesday
of Holbrook. Mass., Lenata Marshall
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
Mrs. Eva Pease of Bath motored Cadillac spent last weekend at the to Boston from which point she will
President Roosevelt Tuesday sent of Port Clyde and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ola Ames is guest of friends here recently to visit relatives and Meyer Summer home.
go
to
New
York
with
frlerd6
to
Miss Merle Giles and Mrs. Iold
to the Senate the nomination of Howard Rowell.
to attend the freshman reception
ln Boston and vicinity.
Have you cheated Jack Frost out cinnamon, 2 teaspoons cloves, 1
Harlow of Beverly, Mass., have visit the World's Fair.
Commander
Howard L. Vickery. U.
Mrs- Izetta Breen, daughters
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Colson left at Thomaston High School where
Mrs. Kenneth Beach is expected of a little of his devastation by cut nutmeg, orange peel, if desired.
been guests at the home of Eugene
ptv ,
J-nt them S. Navy, as a member of the Marl- 1 ucy and Nancy and Mrs Hollis
this week for Brooks where they her children Ellen and Raymond Bucklin.
home today from Corey. Penn., ting long sprays of nasturtium and thSugVa foS chwer aUow them
Commission. His confirma- Chac.wick of Port Clyde were guests
Stein are students. Also attending
will pass the Winter.
Mrs. Nora Ludwig and Mrs. Alta where she attended the funeral of heavenly blue morning glory to to drain, cover with cold water and , “°n.,™uld
Sunday at E. K Maloney’s.
the
event
at
their
alma
mater
were
*17™
J
her
father.
flower for a few weeks in water in a
Capt. Leroy Ames has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Trask of
Walter of Gardiner were visitors
mission
a
majority
of
the
three
Misses
Helen
Johnson
and
Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Whitmore sunny window? Or, if you have boil for five minutes.
Drain
from North Haven where he has
Revere.
Mass., spent the past week
Tuesday
at
Mrs.
Lida
Creamer's.
thoroughly, add the suet, vinegar, jNavj tlained men.
been employed on the Saltonstall Har^u aBa‘h; M 55/"a Ander’
Mrs. Bernard Newbert of North attended the American 1 egion Con small plants of either, it's easy to
The commission, whose work is
Mr\ ^ra °ls0,n' , ,
.
.
vacht
son of Maine Schoo! of Commerce.
vention
in
Boston
this
week.
pot
up
a
few
for
a
cheerful
note
in

raisins, sugar and spices and return
,
.
. . I Bangor, and Miss Arlene Nelson. Waldoboro visited Tuesday at Al
to
the
fire.
Cook
slowly
30
to
45
closely
aligned
to
the
Navy,
is
headdaug
jlt
*"
Marilyn
have
8
returned
Mrs. Dorothy Wood was in Ban doors on dark fall days. Have you
Arthur Chapman has returned to Among the freshmen being
bert Elwells.
uuuu,
_T
i z-. *
j
gor last Saturday, accompenled by gathered bouquets of roadside ma minutes until thick. Pack into hot ru
e(f by nvai
Roar Auiunai
Admiral c*iiiuiy
Emory o.
S. Land
Ogunqult. having been guest of, aUd„ were Eleanor Nelson Karl
fro™ a‘rlp
York Clty and
Elwtll-French
her staters Misses Ruth, He'en and terials to make winter bouquets . . . jars, or place in a stone Jar and retired Rear Admiral Wiley, also to
his mother Mrs. Stephen Lewis the N,em, Ra
nd steln and
the Worlds Fair.
retired, is another member.
In the presence of about 30 1 ena Paige and Mrs. Margare* seed pods of wild flowers, berries and keep tightly covered.
past three weeks.
j Anderson of thls place.
, Misses Virginia Thompson and
Prideaux and daughter Jeanne of autumn foliage?
Vickery succeeds Edward C. Mo- BpUy
of
Hamdeni
guests.
Miss
Alda
French
became
Fried
Oysters
Elmer Simmers returned Thurs- | The Georges River School. John
the bride of Kenneth S. Elwell, Jr., Belfast.
Louise Pederson of Portland.
ran, Jr., former U. 8. Representa- Conn were guests the past week
Three
dozen
oysters
1
cup
fine
day from Portland.
Monroe, teacher, has this year only Sept. 18 at the home of the bride’s
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Deane of Maine has a good short-cut idea for
live from Maine Vickery still is on at the MrNnn,ara-Boynton farm,
Mrs. Harriet Jones is visiting her nine pupils, all of whom except two parents in Nobleboro. Rev. Eric Hampden spent Sunday with Mr. treating milkweed pods instead of bread crumbs, cracker crumbs or the Navys active list, but author- f,ojng then to Bangor to Join their
..
, . ,
.cornmeal, 1-2 teaspoon salt, pepper,
daughter. Mrs. Leo Brault in Rock have "Finnish'' parents, Tills is M. Robinson, rector of St. An and Mrs. Joel P, Wood.
?a!ntl?l.ihem„,?^,7O^ly._Wllh.a|2 eggs, 1 tablespoon water.
, ity for him to serve on tire com- moj|,er who returned home with
land. Later she will leave for Hart the first time in 37 years that a drew’s in Newcastle officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rosetti left paint brush. She fills a spray gun
Drain oysters and remove bits of j
rerpn,ly W“ Bran,ed by | them.
ford. Conn., to pass the Winter child of the Harjula family is not
The ceremony took place in the this week for Panama Canal after with the desired shade of bronze , sl "i;;;nd“ d" 'beTw;en'T0VcLs"" DiP ^ConBress
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wotton ar.d
with her son Hosmer Jones.
among the pupils. Robert Harjula, living room which was decorated spending the Summer at Bayside.
and.?prayt the
eas,“y and!in seasoned crumbs, eggs, diluted ----------two children of New Bedford, Mass..
Mrs. Lucy Skqog returned Thursof Mr and Mrs. Alfred Har- with a profusion of hydranga
quickly. Empty 8‘nger ale ca!*s with water and then in crumbs again 2 tablespoons orange rind, 1 can lVere at their farm on a recent
day from Rockland.
jula, who would have entered this blooms. The bride is the daughter
can be filled with roadside material
jn dpep fat (385 dcgrees p ) cranberry sauce.
I visit.
Miss Olive Amlro went Thurs year, was fatally injured by an of Mr. and Mrs. William French NORTH HAVEN
you wish to spray, standing the until golden brown. Drain on soft' Chop candied ginger and cut ' Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl entertained
Gerald
Beverage
who
has
been
day to Belmont, Mass., where she automobile two years ago.
and was given in marriage by her spending a week's vacation with bouquets upright in the compart paper and serve with tartare sauce. I orange rind in thin strips. lUse i the
Ladies Aid recently
at
has employment at the McLain
The Sewing Club and husbands father. She was attended by her parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bev ments for easy access. Of course,
Just tthe orange-colored portion ot picnic dinner. Rev. and Mrs Van
Hospital.
Cucumber
Relish
I enjoyed supper at Hillcrest Home- sister, Miss Eileen French. The erage has returned to his study of personally we love the natural
the peelt. Break the cranberry Deman of Friendship were numbronzy coloring of the seed pods
. Mrs. Edward Greenleaf
.
. and.1 stead, Warren, recently, followed best man was Jascha French, a law at Yale University.
Twelve large cucumbers, 6 onions, sauce with a fork and combine with , bered among the guests. In tlie
daughter Miriam have returned , by movlw gl Wa,do
The brother of the bride. The groom
and fern fronds and berries.
2 red peppers, 2 green peppers, H the ginger and orange peel.
evening. Mrs. Lindahl was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills are
from Rockland where Miss Miriam Club meets this week with Mrs. is the only son of Mr. and Mrs.
This isn't the garden column, of cup salt, vinegar
to Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Crie of
on a vacation trip to Eustis.
MfNU
has been a patient at Knox Hos ! Mildred Harjula.
Kenneth S. Elwell of this place.
course, but now and then we gather | Peel the cucumbers and onions;
Rockland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Joy
are
ln
pital. Mrs. Lorna Swears, R. N„
Breakfast
During the reception music was
information from your letters which I remove the seeds from the peppers
Dr. J. Fulton Ferguson of New
accompanied them.
. Mr._ and
. Mrs.
. _ Neil Nelson and furnished by Mrs. French and Camden for a few days' visit with seems to need passing on. For in- and put all the vegetables through
Pineapple Juice
Haven. Conn., joined Mrs. Fergu
Miss Barbara Brown returned!500, P™1' of Portland s»*nt
relatives.
Prepared Cereal
daughter Eileen.
stance, Ellen Grant of Norwich, the fcod chopper. Add the salt,
son at their farm last weekend.
Mrs. Eva Hopkins spent last week
Thursday from Miami. Fla., and is weekend with Mr. and Mrs Albert
Kippered Herring in Cream
The young couple received many
an ardent gardener, writes; “Do mixing well, and drain in a bag all
Mr and Mr II 11 Howill WM
Nelson
end
with
Mrs.
Josepr
Bellmore
and
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Corn
Muffins
useful and attractive gifts. The
tell people not to burn leaves. We've night. Fill sterilized Jars
full of
in Kaaterskill, N. Y last week where
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Greenlaw in
Miss Emma Stackpole. Mrs. LemElisha Brown.
‘Peach Orange Marmalade
community extends congratulations.
built tire soil of a fairly large estate , the relish mixture and complete the
Mr. Rowell attended the American
Rockland.
At Union Church vestry Thurs pi Torpacka, Mrs. Jenny Anderson
Coffee
into prime condition Just by making jar with vinegar which has been
Federation of Labor Convention as
Leon
White
Jr.
of
Rockland
has
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Harjula
day night a shower was given Mrs
Sunday Dinner
leaves into compost and digging it scalded and cooled. Stir well and
a delegate from his Union in
been a recent visitor here.
Wilfred Lloyd, (Norma MacDonald) ; attended the cooking demonstra NORTHPORT
Crown Roast of Pork
into the soil. Bonfires of autumn seal.
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wood and Mel
in honor of her recent marriage. ' tion sponsored by the Eastern
Riley Strout of Rockland Ls a visi
Candied Sweet Potatoes
leaves are romantic on a fall night
Mrs. Charles Bailey was honored
Peach Orange Marmalade
About 60 relatives and friends were ' States Farmers Exchange, of which vin Wood were in Bangor on busi tor ln town.
• Cranberry Ginger Relish nt a party while she was a recent
but just sheer waste of good ma
Services at the Baptist Church terial," She also suggests we warn ! Twenty-four peaches, 4 oranges, I Buttered Broccoli
present. Mrs. Lloyd received many Mr Harjula is local representative, ness Monday.
visitor in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whitmore of Sunday morning will begin at 10
beautiful gifts and refreshments ; H *as held at the Union Masonic
Boiled Summer Squash and Onions
you in potting up garden plants for 2'- Pounds sugar,
o'clock Standard time; evening the house to keep the roots rather
were served.
hall and proved to be highly InKnox Orange Chiffon Pie
J*1'0' ‘be peaches, remove the
Owen Dunlap attended the structive and satisfying, all the aston. who used two stitches to service at 7.30. 'The Fall session closely confined in smaller pots than stones and cut them in thin slices,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Supper
of the Sunday School will begin most people use, and to be rather Wash and peel the oranges, cut the
Raymond Chubbuck of Dorches
American Legion parade in Bos- j food, with the addition of ice close the wound.
Kemp's Tomato Juice Cocktail
Oct. 6.
ton this week.
j cream, being served to those pres- Church Notes
ter Mass., spent the past week at
ruthless in cropping back the tops., sk*ns into thin strips and the •Fried Oysters
Mrs. Irving Fifleld has returned entYou'll have compact, bushy plants oranges themselves Into .‘■mall
Tartare Sauce tlie home of Harry Rogers.
Charles Saarion of New York,
Mrs. Franklin Pitcher has arrived
from a vacation from SenterMrs. Mildred Harjula and son
then, Instead of the "leggy” ones P'eces Combine all and add the •Cucumber Relish
CRIEHAVEN
home after a week's visit at the
Crane's store.
Gene spent last weekend in Bath field secretary of the Christian En
and flowering specimens too, if $l,gar. Let stand overnight, covered.
O
C
Potato
Sticks
As
it
is
now
too
rainy
and
windy
World's Fair.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Creed and as guests of Mr and Mrs Edwin deavor will speak in English at for fishing activities, most of the I you'll use liquid plant food during 1,1 the morning bring the mixture Good I.uck Chocolate
the Finnish Congregational Church
Lois
Winchenbach,
youngest
John Stordahl have returned from Harjula.
the
Winter
.
gradually
to
the
boiling
point
and
Peppermint
Tarts
men here are engaged ln building
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
an automobile trip through several , Mrs Ellen Nelson is teaching Sunday night, especially to young or repairing traps in their shops.
Green Tomato Mincemeat
Simmer BPnlly unt“ lhlck alld lh«“
•
Recipes
given.
Winchenbach. Ls recovering from an
States. Returning they attended i the Bassick school at Waterman s people. Coffee and cake will be
_
,
consistency of marmalade—about
Andrew Holmes has recovered
served by the women of the
Three pounds green tomatoes; 3 two ll0ure p^,. ,nto clcan hol,
appendix operation at Knox Hos
the Legion parade in Boston.
1 Beach.
from a recent illness.
WASHINGTON
pounds apples, chopped. 4 pounds sterillaed glasses,
pital.
Mother and Daughter Club met ■ Miss Agnes Johnson of Rockland church.
Repairs
are
being
made
on
the
Mr. Saarion an able speaker and
brown sugar, 2 pounds raisins.
During the absence of Marion
Mrs Ida Yeatcn of Bangor spent
Friday with Mrs. Fank Mullen.
I was guest of Miss Arlene Nelson
! chopped, 2 tablespoons salt, 1 cup Cranberry Ginger Relish
a young man of pleasing person club house.
Mitchell, town clerk. Inez Cunning the past week at the home of her
Misses Lucinda Young and Mil- last weekend
H. D. Crle has shipped his cow suet, 1 cup vinegar. 2 tablespoons i Two tablespoons candied ginger, ham has been appointed deputy.
ality was born and received his
nephew, Edgar Winchenbach.
dred Chandler returned Thursday j Robert Carey, Charles Stackpole
to the mainland for the Winter.
to Rockland.
! and Alfred Harjula were in Paler- j early education in America but was
Many
dahlias
and
cosmos
are
a student at the Theological Sem
Mrs. James Hanley and daughter mo Tuesday on business.
still blossoming.
Nina, are guests of her parents Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson, I inary ln Helsinki when the Rus
Samuel White went Tueday to
sians invaded Finland where Mr.
and Mrs Howard C. Burgess.
Uno ar.d Andrew Nelson made a
Rockland.
!
Saarion
stayed
till
Spring.
Everett Libby returned Thursday trip Monday to Bath.
All are invited to hear Mr.
from Boston where he'took part j Miss Aino Anderson, daughter of
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
Saarion
Sunday night.
in the American Legion parade.
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson has
David Duncan who has been on ' resumed her studies at Rockland
two weeks vacation from the Rural High School.
Free Delivery route Jtas resumed
Gerald, young son of Mr. and
BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
his duties.
Mrs. William Harjula, suffered a
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
deep
cut
over
his
right
eye
when
I'nion Church Notices
.
Vary Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Tafcen In Trade
he stumbled and fell as he was I
Sunday School will meet with
coming up the outside cellar stairs. < I
Harold
B.
Kaler,
local
representative, Washington
classes for all ages at 10 o'clock.
98-tf
which are of granite. He was
Worship will be at 11 o'clock with
treated by Dr Dennison of Thomsermon by the pastor, Rev. Ken
neth Cook. Special music will be
evening worship service will be at
sung by the vested choir. The
7 o'clock.
The Missionary Society will meet i
at the Parsonage Tuesday at 2 '
o'clock.
Prayer service will be held Tues- '
day at 7 o'clock in the vestry.
Union Circle will have a cake
and candy sale in Senter-Cranes
Saturday. Oct. S at 2.30.
Junior League and Chistian En
deavor meetings will begin Oct. 6
at Union Church.
It is the practical quality of great room en
AS surely as the new Buick Fireball*
Union Church Circle was well
closed in sleek and flowing lines—more room
attended Thursday.
straight-eight engine sets the per

VINALHAVEN

Moran’s Successor

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Silhouette for 1941

RECONDITIONED APPLIANCES

at Prices You Cannot Afford to Miss

SEE THEM TODAY AT OUR THRIFT SHOP
IN THE THORNDIKE BLOCK

REFRIGERATORS

Harris- MrHenan

Miss Doris Holmstrom, formerly
of this town now of New York City
was in Boston visiting relatives last
weekend. Miss Holmstrom went
to Boston to attend the Harris-McHenan wedding in Ayer, Mass, a
newspaper account of which ls here
reprinted:
"Miss Ruby McHenan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett McHenan !
of Vinalhaven, and Charles D. Har- !
ris of Marlboro, son of the late Mr. ]
and Mrs. John L. Harris of that |
town, were married in Ayer. Mass., I
Sept. 21 by Rev. Lemay, pastor of ;
the Federated church in Ayer. The j
single ring service was performed, j
“Mrs. Hugh R. Park of Keene was ,
matron ot honor and Mr. Park was j
best man. A reception followed j
the ceremony.
"Guests were present from
Keene. New York City and Lowell
Mass.
"Mr. Harris is foreman in the
plant of the American Cord and
Twine company in Roxbury. Mass.
He is a member of the Odd Pellows lodge in Marlboro.
"Mr. and Mrs. Harris will re
side in Waltham, Mass."

Westinghouse, 5.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit................... .. .............. $
Westinghouse, 4.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit......................................
Kelvinator, 5 cu. ft., 6 months' guarantee on unit...............................................
Kelvinator, 5 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit...............................................

34.50

64.50
2 Buckeyes, 6 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit................... $35.00 and $39.50
Mayflower, 6 cu. ft., porcelain inside and out, 6 months guarantee............
49.50
ilohawk, 5 cu. ft., porcelain inside and out; 6 months' guarantee............
59.50

Leonard, 5 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit...............................................

General Electric, 4 cu. ft., 1940 model, 4 years’ guarantee on unit . . .

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.
Effective Sept. 16. 1940
Standard Time
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Read Down

A. M.
6.00 Lv.
7.00 Lv.
8.00 Lv.
9.00 Ar.

Swan’s Island,

Stonington,
North Haven,
Rockland,

P. M.
Ar. 5.40
Lv. 4.40
Lv. 3.25
Lv. 2.15

VINALHAVEN LINE
A. M.
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
9.15 Ar. Rockland,

P. M.
Ar. 3.30
Lv. 2.15
Read Up

113-tf

99.50

for legs, for elbows, for heads, more room for

graceful silhouette of the new Buick Special

entrance and more room for carrying luggage

and Century cuts the automotive style pat

—that makes this the silhouette the cars of
the future will seek to achieve.

tern for another half decade.

Why wait for that—when in this

The reason is not alone the grace

of
the

its

Buick-crcated

appearance

stance

in

of

action

lines,
solid

Buick you travel in a car that,

nor

like

sub

gives

that

time

and

tide, obviously

isn’t waiting for any man?

this honey the look of a speed

*According io the Encyclopaedia Britannica, a taper meteor
•which trai'eli with a tenet of explouon like the thock tvauet

ster straining at its leash.

of a great projectile it called a “Fibiiall.”

RANGES
Westinghouse, 3.5 heat units and thrift cooker, 1 year guar,
strator only)

(demon

84.50

.........................................

Installation

124.50

2 Westinghouse, 4.4 heat units and thriftcooker, 1 year guarantee............
Light in oven, glass lookln oven door, storage drawers, surface light.

Hotpoint 3, 3 heat units, automatic oven, 6 months’ guarantee....................

49.50

Installation

89.50

Hotpoint 3, 2 heat units, thrift cooker; 6 months' guarantee......................

Installation

Automatic oven, storage drawer.

General Electric, 1.5 heat, 2,3 heat units, thrift cooker, 1 year guarantee
Three storage drawers; a new range, never been used, S159.50 value.

Nearly 59 steels and irons, each
having a different chemical com
position. are included in the stain
less steel family.

79.50
69.50
39.50

formance pace for the coming season, the

Glenwood Black Iron Kitchen Heater with coil ..................................................
Quality Gas and Coal Combination with coils

99.50

Installation

....................................................

29.50
25.00

Plus Installation

WASHERS
.............. .. ......................................

29.50

1 Sterro Portable Washer (for small things) .................................................

7.95

3 Easy with Vacuum Cups and Damp Dryers

Buick prices begin

g

at

★ Transportation based on rail

rates, state and local taxes (if
optional equipment and
accessories—extra. Vricessubject to change without notice.
tftzy),

IRONERS

for the Business Coupe

Easy, demonstrator, 64.95 value...................................................................................
Easy, automatic heat control, table top cover ..................................................

49.50
69.50

delivered at Flint, Mich,

A

EXEMPLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

Heat control switch, motor control switch, all deluxe appointments, a $89.95 value.

CEMT
POWE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

INE

712 MAIN STREET

MPAMY

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

115-117
WHEN BETTEI AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK Will BUILD THEM

Every-Other-Day
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the Women's Voluntary Services
coining the phrase, ‘'Remember
headed by Lady Reading, for the
the Maine.” died in Chardon. Ohio,
purchase of women's underclothing
in August, His age was 83. The
and men's coats to be dlstr'buted
words which became the nation's
Gets a Boost Through An
ftftftft
ft ft ft ft
Red Cross Cables
Lincoln Association Will
to air raid victims in the Tenement
slogan durihg the Spanish-Ameri
SHIRLEY T. WHJ JAMB
Allotment Of $23,623
$400,000
For
Relief
Of
JUNE COTE
Hear
Missionary
At
sections of London. This grant
can War comprised the title of
Correspondent
Correspondent
From the W. P. A.
supplements previous donations of
London
Afflicted
Thomaston
Meeting
Goulds poem commemorating the
ftftftft
garments and supplies to tire Wom
sinking of the Battleship Maine
A despatch from Washington
To aid in relieving the distress of ens Voluntary Services. Included
Rev. Joseph Moulton of Rahuri.
Tel. 190
at Havana in lfc98. The poem was
Tel. 713
alr raid victims in London and in these donations were field kitch Bureau of the Press Herald brings
India who speaks next Tuesday
published originally in Tlie Youngs
other British cities, the American ens and mobile canteens, costing this interesting news:
town (Ohio) Vindicator, and The
Mrs. Aletha Thompson has re night at the Methodist Church.
Miss Lillian Davis and Calvin
$74,000 which already are in opera
_____ __________
___ with Thomaston, during the CongregaWashington Star. It now is in turned
from a few_____
days' visit
Representative Margaret Chase
Keith Richards were married Red Cross has cabled $400,000 to its
cluded in many historical works on Mrs. Clifton Morse in Port Clyde. | tional Lincoln Association meeting. Thursday afternoon in the chapel committee in London, Chairman tion ln the bomb-stricken areas of Smith of Maine was informed that
London.
the Spanish-American War.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets travels hundreds of miles annual- of St. Thomas' Episcopal Churcl) by Ncrman H. Davis announced.
A cable from Daniel Grant, head the WP.A. has allocated $23,823
ly
on
foot
in
the
discharge
of
his
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home
Rev. William E. Berger. Following
•'National Defense: How Can I
In response to an urgent appeal of the American Red Cross Com for construction of roads at Cam
duties
as
a
District
Missionary
un

Help? ' a new 15.000 word book—
The Fall publishing schedule of of Miss Christine Moore for white der the American Board of Com the ceremony a reception was held from the Lord Mayor of London for mittee in London, reports that sub den, with the town as sponsor.
at the Lake Megunticook Camp of funds to relieve the distress in Lon stantial quantities "of American
will be out early this month, is- Yale University Press lists ten cross work.
Representative Smith has been
missioners for Foreign Missions.
For the weekly prayer meeting
Mr. and Mrs. J. Riker Proctor, with don and immediate vicinity, the Red Cross clothing are being effi informed by Aubrey Williams. Na
sued by the Hawley Publications, books, most of them dealing with
A
District
Missionary
in
India
Inc.. Redding Ridge. Conn. Tlie history, literary history or econom- Thursday night at the Baptist is a combination of a State Super only the members of tlie two fami Red Cross instructed its London ciently distributed irt the tenement tional Youth Administration Direc
authors. billed as “An American
alld includes one autobiography Church at 7 o'clock the pastor has intendent. a Methodist itinerant lies present.
committee to turn over $200,000 of sections where thousands have been tor, that he has asked Frank Welsh,
Family." are Mr. and Mrs. Verne —"My Vanished Africa by Peter chosen the topic “Tlie Care of God.” preacher of the old days and a
These officers were elected Wed the grant to the Lord Mayor's made homeless as a result of inces Maine acting N.Y.A. director, to in
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Heinlein of
Burnott, and their daughter and Rainier.
nesday at the meeting of Maiden Fund. Thc committee will use the sant air raids."
vestigate the proposed project of
Westwood. Mass., are guests of Mr. bishop. In the case of Rev. Mr. Cliff Rebekah Lodge: Noble Grand. balan-e to provide relief to the vic
son. They provide many sugges• • • •
"David Bruce and Bowen Mc taking over the old Colby College
1
Moulton
might
be
added
social
and
Mrs.
Hiram
Libby.
tions as to how everyday citizens
Vagabonding Harry A. Franck
Capt. Enos Verge, of the Yacht servi,ce "°rk ,agrlcul,uraI de«IdP- Mabel Stinson: vice grand. Nema tims of bombings in other British Coy" (members of the Red Cross buildings for a resident N.Y.A. cen
can help the nation's defense pro- who wrote the new "Pan-American
committee in London), the cable ter for mechanical training. Mrs.
1 ment. village improvement and. as Smith; secretary, Bessie Bowers; cities. Mr. Davis said.
gram.
Chapters featured are: Highway' book with Herbert C. Mary Otis is visiting his daughter in one instance, the transfer of a treasurer, Eleanor Hansen; trustee
Simultaneously, the Red Cross an edntlnued, "visited a large area to Smith had previously taken this
Mrs.
Clement
Moody.
“Unmasking the Fifth Column,” Lanks. has another member of his
for three years. Margaret Crockett. nounced it had granted $24,000 to day and observed the effective man up with Williams and Welsh.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot attended whole Christian village to a new A public installation will be held
“Getting Ready for M-Day," "Co family who is distinguishing her
Mrs. Smith asked acting C.C.C.
ner in which terrific problems of
and
healthful
site,
well
planned
operating with Latin America.” self. His daughter. Katherine Lat the annual State Red Cross Con and with a church at the center.
Oct. 9 with District Deputy Presi
these splendid people are being Director Taylor here to transfer
and “Organizing the Home Town.” ta Franck, who was born in Peking. ference held Wednesday in Port
dealt with by the Women's Volun the North Whitefield C.C.C. Camp
During what he calls his "tour dent Lillian Grey as the installing
The flrst printing consists of more China, enters Bryn Mawr College land.
officer.
tary Services. A fine spirit of in ln Maine to Jackman, after she was
ing
season.'
Mr
Moulton
takes
hts
Mr. nnd Mrs. Edgar Libby en
than 200.000 copies.
this Fall, the winner of a founda
ftftftft
dependence and courage is evident Informed that the North Whiteown
tent
and
lives
"under
canvas"
Worship
will
be
at
10.30
Sunday
tertained at a picnic supper party
tion Scholarship. She is 17.
everywhere. Our surplus clothing field Camp was to be moved to New
LEDA O. CKAMTWXf
Thursday at the Libby cottage at much of the time. If you really at the Methodist Church and the
The manuscript for "I Saw It
built up over a period of weeks is Hampshire. Today Taylor told her
OorrespondeoA
Bird's Point. Their guests were Mr. want to know what the villager in pastor. Rev. Weston P. Holman, will
Happen in Norway," a book by
now finding full and grateful use, that the camp ls slated to go to
Ernest Thompson Seton, disting and Mrs. Chester Heinlein of West- the Bombay Presidency thinks have as subject of his sermon. "A
ftftftft
President Carl J. Hambro of the
needs being dealt with in orderly Fort Benning. Oa.
uished naturalist, author and lec wood. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Aaron about life, politics, religion and Glimpse of the After Life." A. F
Norwegian Parliament, has just
TeL 2O3B1-The deed to the portion of the
manner. There is positively no
turer. celebrated his 80th birthday Clark. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Warren economics, you can best learn from Sherman will be in charge of the I
been delivered to Appleton-Century
evidence of panic. We have received Pemaquid Point lighthouse reser
recently at hls home in Seton Vll- Knights and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin a man like Rev. Mr Moulton who music. Bible classes and church
for early publication. It carries .
NfW
has so identified himself with school meet at 11 45 in charge of Mrs.
Judge and Mrs. Zelma M Dwinal j scores of most grateful acknowl- vation which is to be made a park
Condon.
the story that American readers ' 8 ' . , ‘
‘,
their needs and aspirations that Stella
and son Allan Robbins, went to edgments and appreciations of our at Bristol, has been forwarded to
mous books on nature subjects is
McRae.
superintendent.
The
Friendly
Club
will
meet
have been waiting to read ever since
the Bristol postmaster, who is act
being increased by Appleton-Cen Wednesday night at the home of he is welcomed as a brother into Happy Hour service will be held at West Newton. Mass.. Thursday to efforts.”
the Germans took over Norway.
ing for the town. The deed comes
their councils.
,
spend the weekend with her father,
tury this month with the publi Mrs. Charles Shorey.
7
o'clock
with
praise
service
and
It is the inside story of the invas
to the Town of Bristol from the
Rev. Mr. Moulton often sits for talk by the pastor on the subject, John McGregor.
cation of "Ernest Seton's Trail and
Miss
Alice
Breen
arrived
home
SEARSMONT
ion, told by one of the most prom
Treasury Department, with the
on
the
ground
in
Indian
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Dalton
of
Campfire Stories." edited by his Thursday after several davs visit|, hours
"Tire
Unshaken'
Pillars.
”
Mrs.
Al

, .,
The Ladies' Aid met recently at
inent members of the Norwegian
wife. Julia M. Seton. It is a book with oer aunt and brother in New I fashion conferrltl« with village len Payscn will be the soloist Amherst, Mass., are vacationing at the home of Mrs. Ada Hawes with proviso that if the area is ever used
government. Hambro was Presi
for anything but a public park,
j leaders on how to improve the life Church night service will be held in their camp at Wildwood.
of stories for boys and girls, and york
Mrs. Hawes and Mrs. Mabel Cobb then it reverts to the government.
dent of the Storting (the Norwe
George Tillson, son of Mr. and |
*5; the vestry Thursday night at 7.30
Commander Howard A. Tribou
includes wild animal and nature
as hostesses. The usual business The appraised price is $4,300. The
gian parliament), a position that
(Medical Corps) US.N. stationed at
tales which Mr Seton has found Mrs Francis Tillson, entered Knox tor he guides and counsels with and choir rehearsal Friday night.
meeting was held, and sewing was town is to pay $2,150 ln alx pay
placed him above the premier in
Portsmouth,
N
H.,
is
spending
two
most successful to tell from the nospital Thursday for an emer the Indian ministers and groups of
Misses Barbara Belyea and Mary
done.
Light refreshments were ments.
power, and second to the King. He
Christians without pastors.
He Bryant leave tonight for a week's weeks at his home on West street.
lecture platform.
gency appendicitis operation.
served by the hostesses.
was Chairman of the Foreign Re
t • • •
In connection with their meeting
Mrs Margaret Stone as marshal meets every day deep spiritual hun stay in New York City.
lations Committee. He was Chair
this week, the Boy Scouts enjoyed a , Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allenwood
The old Celtic tongue that hurled and Mrs. Dorothea Young as asso- ger. One group of Mangs came to
man of the League of Nations As
Henry Benson is having a two picnic at Oranite Pier.
Probate Notices
of Camden were recent guests of
sembly. No one is better quali defiance at Caesar and his hordes ciate conductress attended the hhn and said: We do not *’ant weeks' vacation from his duties at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Levenseller
STATE OE MAINE
money; we do not want food; we
The first meeting of the Twenti
fied to tell the story of Norway's from the shore of Britain 2.000 Guest Officers observance Thurs' do not want lands; we want you the J. C. Curtis Hardware store.
To *11 person* Interested In either
Mrs.
Alfred
Dutch
of
Belfast
eth
Century
Club
following
the
of the estates hereinafter named:
fall, for with such a background years ago. a tongue that has day at the meeting of Mt. Pisgah to show us the way to God.” Two
"Beyond a Belief in God" will be Summer recess will be held Oct 11 called Friday on Rev. and Mrs.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
Hambro cannot help but pack his sounded the slogan of the High- Chapter. OKS. at Boothbay Har
land. ln and for the County of Knox,
the
subject
of
the
sermon
by
Rev.
C.
H.
Bryant.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
years later these same men and
at the home of Mrs. Mary St. Clair.
on
the 17th day of September In the
land
cans
on
every
battlefield
of
bor.
Others
attending
from
here
book with truth and authenticity,
their families were baptized into W. F Brown at 11 oclock Sunday The program as arranged for this Bragg of China were visitors Sun year of our Lord one thousand nine
and his fluent handling of English the British Empire may still be were Mrs Madolin Spear. Mrs the Christian church.
hundred
and forty and by adjourn
The church school precedes the year's study is of a miscellaneous day at the Bryant home.
ment from day to day from the 17th
makes his account the more valu heard in many Cape Breton areas Josephine Stone. Mrs. Lura Libby.
morning
service
at
9
45
with
fully
day
of
aald
September. The following
"At present our mission activi
nature. "Parliamentary Law" be
Mr. and Mrs. Don MacGregor of matters having
able. Today when the United by tourists who annually visit Nova Mrs. Selma Biggers and Forest
been presented for
graded
coursel
The
annual
cradleties
touch
directly
or
indirectly
ing
the
introductory
subject
which
Rutherford,
N.
J.,
visited
Mr.
and
the
action
thereupon
hereinafter in
States is arming itself against any Scotla 5 ocean playground From stone.
roll
party
will
be
held
Tuesday
aftdicated
It
ls
hereby
ORDERED
about
one-half
of
the
villages
in
will
be
handled
by
Mrs.
Helen
Over

Mrs. James Nixon recently.
threat of invasion, this book is of j Igon“*1 t0 Baddeck. along the Therewere 75
present at the
That notice thereof be given to all
Current events will be
momentous significance, for better wor'd‘famous Cabot Trail, the meeting of Grace Chapter. O.ES., the Rahuri area and we have 14 j ' rno°n under the direction of the man.
Mrs. Charles M. Burgess and son persons interested, by causing a copy
thia order to be published three
_____
the_________
members__at______
each Frank of Union called at the Cobb of
than any, it shows the lightning resid®nVs are almost exclusively of Wednesday
night honoring Grand centers where resident workers are -uperintendent, Mrs. Charles Atkins. _given by
weeks successively tn 'The Courier Gaswiftness with which a country un- Hi^bland descent. The first all- ; Adah Marguerite Payson, with located." says Rev. Mr. Moulton. ' ^le mid-week service will be held 1 meeting except poetry and musical home last Saturday. Mrs. Sarah rette a newspaper published at Rock
j afternoons. The Club, which Is Burgess, who has been visiting her land In aald County, that they may
prepared can be stricken down.
°aelif scho°1 ln North America Fon-du-lac Chapter of Washing There is a fine school at Rahuri Thursday at 7.30.
appear at a Probate Court to be held
I "Cornin' 'Round the Mountain," ! about to enter upon its 41st year of
It is immensely absorbing, a time- I ^as 1}een ®stabUshed at St. Ann. ton. of which she is a member, •Iso.
daughter. Mrs. Harold Cobb, re at sala Rockland on the 15th day of
October A. D IMG at nine o'clock tn
A
particularly
successful
ven,
with
Bob
Burns
and
Una
Merkel
existence,
will
be
presided
over
this
ly book, a book that is superbly in- i a?*)?*le5 Cape Bre'.on beauty spot, special guests. Mrs. Payson was
turned home with them.
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
spiring in its portrayal of the cour- i
'J1® probability that the an- welcomed by the Star points, each ture in Rahuri has been the li- and the Radio program favorites year by these officers and commit
Mrs. Abbie Meservey, who has lf they see cause.
WILLIAM W HALL, late of Salem.
ageous and honorable defense of
an8uage
^never wdt'e on with a friendship verse, and brary stated by the Moultons where will be shown Sunday and Monday tees: President, Mrs. Diana Pitts; been guest of Mrs. Ada Hawes, re Massachusetts,
deceased
Exemplified
Cape Bieton, the Royal Isle of Worthy Matron Lura Libby pre- Mohammedans. Hindus and Chris- at the Comique Theatre. The vice president, Mrs. Viola Spear; turned last Saturday to the home of copy of Will and Probate thereof, to
the rights of free people.
tlans
come
to
read.
|
double
feature
playing
today
ingether
with
*
Petition
for
Probate of
secretary
and
treasurer,
Miss
Ma

1 Nova Scotia.
, sented to her a corsage. The work
her son. J. R. Meservey of Warren. Foreign Wtll. asking that the copy
Rev. Mr. Moulton Is a Connectl- i eludes Gene Autry in "Gaucho Sere- bel Pottle; executive committee:
| was exemplified by officers of Grace
The famous painted room of
of said wlll may be allowed, filed and
Prof and Mrs. Bartlett Whiting recorded In the Probate Court of Knox
Quillcote. last home of the late A HEN S LONG FAST
Chapter with Worthy Matron Nel- cut Yankee, born ln Middle Had- nade" and Robert Sterling and Joan Mrs Amy Miller. Mrs. Fannie have returned to Cambridge, Mass., County
Presented by Frank Poor of
dam.
Conn,
but
educated
in
Maine
Davis
in
"Manhattan
Heartbeat.
Thompson.
Mrs.
Alice
Gardner;
en

A
hen
on
the
Gilman
L.
Kate Douglas Wiggin. at Salmon
Pikc i He staples and Worthy Patron
Swampscott. Massachusetts.
Bt Har.l‘
Mlss Preda Burkett was hostess tertainment. Miss Marion' Weid-1 after spending the summer at
BAILEY GRINNELL late of Wash
Falls, has been made memorable
111 Wellington lived without Russell Staples of Harbor Light ?‘?a£S2?°Ue?e a„d
by Edward B. AUen in his book on :ood or drink flve
Tl’® hen. Chapter. Rockport, acting as can- *°rd Seml“7
®rst went 10 Friday night at a surprise shower I man' Mrs oladys Heistad; picnic, Woodbine Cottage, Lake Quantaba- ington. deceased Wlll and Petition
for Propate thereof, asking that the
he
meeiino
1
Indla
in
1918
He
has
served in for Mtss Barbara Heald ln honor Mrs Unthel Lane' Mrs Effle cook.
Early American Wall Paintings. He they stated >•» wedged between didates. Following the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Mrs.
George
Matthews
of
Belfast
w- Satara,
Vadala
and Sholapur as of her approaching marriage to 1 Veazle: membership, Mrs. Edith
identifies these decorations with , two boards and was unable to es bullet lunch was serv■•oh
ed hi
by Mrs.
weU as Jn
Rahurf
Frank H. Grinnell of Somerville. Massa
passed Sunday with her mother, chusetts.
he being the Executor named
Fred Halning of Rockland. Ouests Buzze11' Mrs Diana Kttsthe occupancy of the house by its cape. Mrs. Pike reported that the LeUa Smalley. Mrs. Doris Simmons.
In
said wlll. with bond.
Mrs.
Belle
Howes.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Rider
went
builder, Jabez Bradbury, who lived brood of hens was sold on Aug. 17. Mrs. Dorothy Libby and Mrs. Eleawere Dorothy Lord, Betty Lord,
CHARLES D SYLVESTER, late of
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement of Friendship,
here until 1835. The tradition is i 0,1 ^P1- 21 whU® Mr. Oilman was nor Clark. Decorations were main- ! Strange Id®a " In the evening at Pearl Wheeler. Beda Emery, Alice to North Haven Wednesday to spend
deceased
Will and Peti
Pittsfield were guests last weekend tion lor Probate thereof, asking that
that the work was done by a paint- making repairs on the farm build ly of blue and the centerpiece was 7 oclock Mrs. Carl R. Gray com Binns. Margaret Binns. Phyllis the the remainder of the week.
the
same
may
hc
proved
and allowed
Among those from Harbor Light of Miss Frances Mayhew and Daniel and that Letters Testamentary
pletes the lesson entitled "The Mills. Kathleen Heald. Marjorie
er from Boston who mixed his j ings he found the trapped hen of gladioli and asters.
issue
McFarland.
to Nellie C. Sylvester of Friendship,
paints with skim milk. The scenes stlu allv® but without strength to
Hoffses. Vivian Armstrong. Jessie Chapter OES. who attended the
Mrs. Francis Tillson is at home Signs of the Times."
she
being
the
Executrix
named
ln
said
Charles Cunningham of Belfast will, without bond
Federated Church. Rally Day Burkett. Mrs. Ora Brown, Mrs. meeting of Grace Chapter in
are panoramic and encircle the J move. All feathers within reach convalescing satisfactorily after an
room.
! had been plucked from her body. operation at Knox Hospital.
will be observed Sunday with a Charles Lord, Mrs. Adin Hopkins, Thomaston Wednesday were Mrs. was a visitor here Sunday.
HERBERT E MESSER, late of Union,
J. W. Levenseller and Donald deceased Will and Petition for Pro
• • • •
: Owners later killed the hen when
special service for all departments Mrs Annie Thorndike. Mrs. Alice Louise Holbrook. Mrs. Cora Upham,
bate
thereof, asking that the same
Lincoln
Association
Meeting
Fred J. Gould, credited with they felt she was suffering.
at 9 45 Parents and all interested Burkett. Mrs. Marjorie Prescott. Miss Marion Upham. Miss Helena Fuller called Sunday at the home may he proved and allowed and that
The 31st annual meeting of th? friends are invited. The topic for Thelma Cooper. Vina Stahl. Doro Upham, Miss Helen Small, Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allenwood Letters Testamentary issue to Merle
M Messer and Grace M Messer ot
Lincoln Association of Congrega the sermon at 11 o’clock is "The thy Ames. Pearl Knight. Ruth Mon Alice Marston, Mrs. Edith Overlock of Camden.
Union, they being Executors named
In said will, without bond.
Mrs.
Arnold
Davis
and
children
tional Churches and Ministers wiU Word of the Preacher Today." The roe. Ruth Owen. Phyllis Bond. Lu and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
ESTATE DALLAS C MURCH. late of
be held Tuesday with the Federated anthem for the morning is "Teach cie Dickens, Barbara Prescott, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Staples acted as can visited Sunday with her parents in
Vlnalhaven. deceased
Petition for
Church. The program opens at Me. O Lord by Adams. In the eve Harriet Dwinal. Mrs. Annie Grin didates in the exemplification of Palmyra.
Allowance presented by Winifred M
Mrs. Belle Howes was guest re Murch of Vlnalhaven. widow
1.30 and will include the roll call ning at 7 oclock the topic will be nell. Mrs. Hope Heald, and Mrs. the work.
ESTATE ERNEST L STARRETT. JR.
of the churches, reports of the "The Gospel according to St. Luke ” Thomas. Miss Heald received a
At the Baptist Church all services cently of her daughter, Mrs. Willis and
RUBY F STARRETT minors, both
various committees, report from the Epworth League meets at 6 o’clock, luncheon set of fiesta ware .and Sunday will begin on standard Turner of Freedom.
of Warren, petition for license to sell
real estate situated ln Waldo
general council by Rev. R. W. at which time there will be elec many miscellaneous gifts.
Bertram MacKenzie. Frank Mac- certain
time. At 11 o'clock, Rev. C. V
boro ln the County of Lincoln, and
Roundy of Portland, and a report tion of officers.
Overman will use as sermon subject Kenzie and Mr. Kimball, all of fully described In said Petition, and
Ski Jump Urged
proceeds placed at Interest. Pre
on the conference on missions, by
"God s Care of Hls People." At 7 Danvers, Mass., spent Sunday at the
sented by Irven A. Gammon of War
the Rev. Joseph Moulton from In
Ski jumping was discussed Tues o'clock the sacrament of the Lord's lh® farm which Bertram MacKen- ren, Guardian.
Richard Woodcock has the same
ESTATE MARGARET M STARRETT
dia.
zie has recently bought.
complete line of distinctive Christ- day at a meeting of the directors Supper will be observed.
Warren, petition for license to sell
Miss Blanche Palmer, field work of
Supper will be served at 6 o clock j mas cards this year. Tel. 177 ring of the Outing Club, and Ernest
Cards received by friends from
certain real estate situated tn Waldo
boro
In the County of Lincoln, and
er
for
Religious
Education
in
Rural
at which time there will be an 2 or 3.—adv.
Crie.
Rockland,
chairman
of
Ski
Mr
and
Mrs.
Arthur
K.
Walker,
116*118
fully described In said Petition, and
address by' Ronald Bridges, out- |
—
Development, urged the construe-,wbo me visiting relatives in Cali- Schools, made a visit at the schools the proceed- placed at Interest Pre
sented by Charlotte F. Hawes of Union,
standing layman.
tion of a 40-meter jump.
fornia, state that at present they in town Monday.
Guardian.
At 7.30 a service of worship will NORTH APPLETON
Alton Crone. Chairman of the ar® enjoying the beauties of San
ESTATE JAMES A. FLYNN, late of
ADVICE TO WRITERS EOR TIIE
be hcld and the Rev. Mr Moulton I Mr and Mrs. Leland Johnson Carnival, reported that in order Francisco and thc wonders of thc
Rockland, deceased. First and Final
DAILY PRESS
Account presented for allowance by
will address the congregation. All j *'®re visitors Wednesday in Camden to have a Maine Interscholastic World's Fair.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Adminis
you've got a thing to say,
meetings will bc hcld in the Metho- | and Rockland.
Winter Sports Meet here, a ski
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J McDonnell "When
trator.
Say it Don't take half a dav!
dist Church.
ESTATE LUCY E WINCHENBACH.
Mrs. Ormond Keene attended Jump is necessary to fill require returned Thursday from Boston When your tale s got little in lt.
First
the whole thing In a minute late of Thomaston, deceased
Tuesday the visiting officers' night ments specified by the Maine where they attended thc American Crowd
and
Final Account presented for al
In (he Churches
Life ls short—a fleeting vapor.
of Aurora Rebekah Lodge.
Principal's Association, as these I Legion Convention,
Don't you fill the whole blamed paper lowance by Everett O Winchenbach
All services will be on standard
of Thomaston. Executor.
With a tale which, at a pinch.
Mrs. Dora Perry is visiting her meets are held under the sponsor- 1 Mrs. B. P. Wooster has returned Could
be cornered ln an Inch.
ESTATE MARK E ROWELL, late of
time.
sister, Mrs. Harriet Burgess in ship of this Association. Mr. Crone' home after spending the Summer Boll her down until she simmers,
South Thomaston, deceased.
First
St. James Catholic Church. Mass Searsmont.
Polish her until she glimmers
and
Final Account presented for al
also reported that the Outing Club at her cottage at Spruce Head
When you've got a thing to say.
lowance by Fred W. Rowell of Norway,
at 9 a. m.
Mrs. Cora Morrill has gone to Say It! Don't take half a day!”
Maine. Executor
Philip Keene was home from plans to join the Maine Winter
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.
ESTATE GRACE A FLOOD, late of
•—Joel Chandler Harris
Arlington. Va.. where she will spend
Sports
Federation,
the
New
Eng

Orono
last
weekend.
Holy Eucharist. Rev. Ernest O
Rockland, deceased
First and Final
the
Winter
with
her
daughter
and
land
Skating
Association,
and
that
presented for allowance by
Mrs. Lillian Ollley has returned
Kenyon will celebrate and preach.
Watch for "Strike Up the Band.” Account
Winnifred C Vidito. Executrix.
son-in-law
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Charles
McKenny,
winner
of
the
There will be no afternoon serv to Augusta after spending the Sum
-adv.
ESTATE HERBERT L. SIMMONS,
Evans.
late of Friendship, deceased. Petition
ice at St. Oeorge's Church. Long mer with her father, Charles Towle. Ski Gull race last year, might come
The
program
of
tableaux
and
song
to
lay
out
an
interscholastic
and
for
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
Callers Sunday at Frank Meser
Cove.
situated 111 said Friendship, and fully
which was to have been presented
Notices of Appointment described ln said Petition, presented
Baptist Church. Sunday School vey's were Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo collegiate or open cross-country
Meservey and Mr. and Mrs. Elwin ski trail which would start and Friday night at the Methodist
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro by Mertland O Simmons of Friend
Tom Tyler plays the role of “The Mummy" in Universal's "The Mummy’s at 9.45. worship at 11. The sub
Church by the members of the bate for the County of Knox, in the ship. Admr
finish at the Snow Bowl.
Mank.
ject
of
the
morning
sermon
is
"A
ESTATE PERLEY H. FISK, late of
State
Maine, hereby certify that
Hand." Peggy Moran is seen at his prisoner.
An executive committee of three Choir, and supervvised by Mrs. in the offollowing
estates the persons Owl s Head, deceased First and final
Frank
Flanders,
has
been
Indefi

account
presented for allowance by
was re-elected—Harold Corthell.
were appointed Administrators. Execu
tors. Guardians and Conservators and Oscar S. Duncan, Exr.
Hugh Montgomery and Percy Kel nitely postponed.
on the dates hereinafter named:
ESTATE JAMES A BETTS, late of
Miss Vera Easton has returned to
ler.
Committee chairmen were
JACOB EDWARD OBGENHEIMER Camden, deceased First and final ac
count
presented for allowance by Nina
late
of
Warren,
deceased
Edna
May
Wollaston.
Mass.,
to
resume
her
elected thus: Maintenance com
Nixon of Upper Darby. Pennsylvania A. Betts, Exx
adMBESWW:
mittee, Oliver Mayhew and Percy studies at the Eastern Nazarene was appointed Admx.. Aug. 27. 1940.
ESTATE MARGARET F. AMES, late
Luce, co-chairmen; directors of College, after a brief visit at the and qualified by filing bond Sept. 6. of Camden, deceased First and final
1940 Alan L Bird of Rocklam was account presented for allowance by
admissions, Harold Nash and Mar home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. appointed Agent ln Maine.
Edward E. Ames. Exr.
Ray
Easton.
ANNIE J GARDINER, late of Rock
tin Richards, co-chairmen; ski de
ESTATE LAWRENCE F. KALLOCH.
port.
deceased
Elsie
C.
G
Pierson
of
late of Warren, deceased
First and
velopment. Ernest Crie; traffic for Fred W. Carleton
Waterbury. Connecticut was appointed final account presented for allowance
reason. George Thomas; snow shoe
Exx.. Sept. 17. 1940. without bond.
Fred W. Carleton, 74. died sud Prank H Ingraham of Rockland was by WUliam M Teague. Exr.
MARY E MESSER, late of Rock
trails, Victor Elmore; junior mem denly Friday morning at the home appointed Agent ln Maine.
land. deceased Will and Petition for
berships, to be appointed by regu-I cf’
on West street
LENORA M SIMPSON, late of Cam Probate thereof, asking that the same
den. deceased. Fred T. Simpson of may bc proved and allowed and that
lar membership committee; spor s. wherc hc had asslsted Mr
Camden was appointed Exr. Sept. 17. Letters Testamentary Issue to Edward
Richard Bond and Garnold Cole, in the treatment of one of hts 1940 without bond.
C. Payson of Rockland, he being the
co-chairmen; entertainment, Mil
KATIE A LINNELL. late of Thom Executor named In said WIU. without
horses. He had Just arrived there aston.
deceased.
Sarah
C
Linnell
of
ford Payson. Mrs Stewart Orbeton, when he fell backward, death being Thomaston was appointed Exx. Sept bond.
NETTIE W WITHERSPOON, late of
co-chairmen;
house
committee, Instantaneous. Dr. J. C. Hutchins,, 17. 1940 without bond.
North Haven, deceased. Wtll and Peti
tion
for Probate thereof, asking that
JOSEPHINE
BURNS,
late
of
Rock

Olive Weaver; dance committee, medical examiner was called and
land. deceased
Robert C. Burns of the same may be proved and allowed
Harleigh McMinn. Those present pronounced death due to natural Rockland was appointed Exr. Sept. 17, and that Letters Testamentary Issue
to Leigh F Witherspoon of North
1940 without bond.
were: Harald Nash. Hugh Mont causes.
CHARLES E. YOUNG, late of Owls Haven, he being the Executor named
gomery. T. J. French. Gilbert Har
Mr. Carleton had been in failing .Head, deceased. Prank A Young of ln said Will, with bond.
ESTATE CARL RAYMOND GRAY,
mon, Percy Keller, Stewart Orbe- | health for the past few years, al Owls Head was appointed Admr. Sept
late of New York. N Y.. deceased.
17. 1940 without bond
ton. Harcld Corthell. Hamilton though ab,e t()
abW)t town
First
and final account presented for
EDA L SCHERMERHORN. late of
Hall. Ernest Crie, Alton Crone, day He was born in (bjs town South Union, deceased Amy Fuller allowance by Harrlette Flora Gray.
Exx.
Garnold Cole. Betty Foxwell, Harof the latp Mr and Mfs Au_ of Warren was appointed Admx Sept
ESTATE CLARA E CROCKETT, late
17, 1940, and qualified by filing bond
of Rockland, deceased. First and final
leigh McMinn, M. Alton French, gUstUs Carleton, and had always Sept. 17. 1940.
account
preumted for allowance by
SIMON H. (WALL, late of Rockport,
Percy Luce, B. F. Mathews, Jr.
resided here.
deceased. Belle J. Wall of Rockport Ensign Qtls., Exit
ESTATE
aeORGE E CLARK, late of
Surviving
relatives are
two was appointed Exx. September 17. 1940
Rockland, deeqased
First and final
OWL’S HEAD
I brothers, Henry Carleton and Wil- without bond.
ELLEN C. BORNEMAN. late of War account presented for allowance by
Tha Parent-Teacher Association
Carleton, and two sisters, Mrs. ren. deceased. Harold W. Flanders of Velma Clark. Exx.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR Es
was appointed Admr.. Sept
will have an important meeting'Elia Wallace and Mrs. Carrie Waldoboro
17, 1940, and qualified by filing bond quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Tuesday
at
7.30
at
Town
hall.
Dr.
j
Achorn,
all
of
Rockport.
County. Rockland. Maine
Sept
25.
1940.
.All thr thrills of foothill, touchdowns, roaring crowds and thr rral
Attest:
Wood3, dental hygienist, will beFuneral services will be held SunAttest:
drama behind them are present in "Yesterday’s Heroes.” Jean Rogers and
They flout danger and woo fortune in Paramount’s "Rangers of For
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
CHARLES L VEAZIE,
guest speaker. uA.ll parents and ^9y at 2 o’clock at the Ruveil fuRobert Sterling head thc line cast of the exciting 20th Century-Fox film tune.” This formidable trio is composed of Albert Dekker, Fred Mac
Register
Register,
which tells the "inside" storv of modern big-time football,
I Murray and Gilbert Roland.
teachers are urged to attend,
Jneral home,
,
3.17-S-123
t
M7-9-123
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THOMASTON

Speaker From India

CAMDEN

Air Raid Sufferers

ROCKPORT

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Camden Road Work

SMILING HONEYMOONERS

OCl ETY.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman R. Wlnhenbaugh will observe tlleir 40th
redding anniversary tomorrow, and
ill be honored at a family dinner
larty, following which they will hold
ipen house in the afternoon and
vening.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Orant, who
have been the guests of Mr. Grant's
mother. Mrs. Lottie Orant, have re
turned to South Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley
have closed their cottage at Camden
and returned to their home on
Mrs. Alice Lineken of St. Peters- Broadway.
mrg. Fla , is thc guest of her sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Boardman of
Irs. O. M. Derry.
Belfast are occupying one of tlie
Mrs. Sam Savitt returned Diurs- Silsby apartments on Summer
lay night from Brookline, Mass., street. Mr. Boardman is a member
rhere Mr. Savitt underwent an op- of the service department at Mc
ration Wednesday , in the Beth Loon's Sales & Service.
srael Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter and
family will return to their residence
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Oladys
on Broadway tomorrow, after
furphy. Mrs Bianche Shadie. Mrs
spending the Summer at their Lucia
Jzzie Peaslee, Mrs. Riah Knight
Beach cottage.
nd Mrs. Winifred Butler went yeserday to Oray. to attend the recepMrs. Thomas Maker entertained
ion for president of the Women’s Thursday at her home ln Spruce
State Relief Corps. Mrs. Marguerite Head, a social afternoon and supper
Juplisea, and her staff, held last being enjoyed by her guests, Mrs.
light.
Austin Smith, Mrs. H. G. Cole. Mrs.
Orrin Smith, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike
Mrs. Vivian Harden and Mrs. and Mrs. Harry French.
tddie Brown were in Belfast Tues
ay night, Mrs. Harden acting as
Miss Hilda Levenseler is having
iob!e grand and Mrs. Brown as right her annual vacation from the local
upporter, in Aurora Rebekah telephone central office, and is
xidge for guest officers’ night.
visiting in Lowell, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike was hostess
re on a vacation trip to Millburn. Tuesday night to Hatetoqultlt Club
4 J., where they are guests of Mr. with prizes going to Mrs. Nellie Dow
ind Mrs. Frank St. Clair.
and Mrs Retta Cole. Refreshments
were served.
Mrs. Israel Snow Jr. was hostess
Wednesday nlglit at a covered dish
Mrs. Lucy Ristaino and Misses
upper, at her home on Mechanic Florina and Octavia Ferrero are
treet Guests were Mrs. I. Lawton spending a two weeks' vacation
Jray.Miss Katherine Keating. Miss with relatives in North Agawam.
Jhristol Cameron. Mr-'. Milton M. Mass.
3riffin, Mrs. Leo S. Brault, Mrs.
ianford W. Delano, Mrs. Helen
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Rhodes 2d of
’“Ty. Mrs. Maurice Ginn and Mrs. Hartford who have been spending
S. Sherman.
a few days in the city, went yes
terday to Portland for a brief visit
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for with his brother Richard.
Urs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Mr and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell,
Presses. Complete stocks always
in hand. New merchandise coming Jr., have returned to their home I
every day at moderate prices, on Beech street after spending the
see them today. Odd Fellows Block, Summer at their cottage. Megun
school street. Rockland.
107-tf ticook Lake.

Mrs. Lucy E. Holbrook. 137 Union
street, who has been an invalid
and shut-in for 12 years will be 83
years old Oct. 2. It would bring
! her much cheer to be remembered
with cards, letters, etc,, on her
birthday.

SALE
QUAKER SILK
HOSIERY
HOSE,
25 HOSE,

$100

79c

$i

99c

ONE WEEK ONLY

ALFREDA PERRY
7 Limerock St.,

Page Sever
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland

The first meeting of the year of
the Congregational Women's Asso
elation will be held Wednesday, Oct.
2. in the vestry of the church at
3 o'clock. Mrs. William Spear will
lead the devotion. Miss Eliza Steele
will speak on the new Health As
sociation that is being formed in
Rockland.
Mrs. Harris Cram,
chairman of the relief sewing has
prepared material for sewing. Mrs.
Joseph Emery with the help of the
vice presidents. Mrs. Harrlette Frost,
Mrs. Frederick Bird and Mrs. Don
ald Cummings will serve tea.

on
AT SEARS ORDER OFFICE!

ADVANCE
SHOWING .
NEW 1941

C&vUifcct
WALLPAPERS
Singlt
loll

They set the style for '41. A stunning va
riety of new fashion-right patterns for
every room in your home. New stripes,
companion papers, new color tones, dis
tinctive designs. They're washable, fadeproof and semi-trimmed. Come in and
see them! Have the latest, yet . . .

SAYE MORf THAN HALF!
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

SPEEDY
... to our office or your
home. Small delivery
• charge. NO C.O.D. t

433 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1380

R

EALM OF
M

This And That

Red Cross Needs
Roll Call Will Be Held In
November—Important
Work Must Be Aided

USIC

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Rockland Chapter of the
ty Gladys Si. Clair Htistad
Red Cross has recently made cer
tain changes in its plans. For the
I have been privileged to have in i lie school department co-operated
I coming year the work will be aimed,
By K. 8. F.
my home for a week recently a I splendidly, so that 600 children
more than it has been in the past,
most interesting and delightful participated. Helen Jepson of the
j to give aid to the armed forces of
man—Hermann Hans Wetzler, a Metropolitan Opera was soloist ln
A charming lady from the Fall .’he United States to relieve war
distinguished conductor and com the work on this occasion.
River High Schools was a guest j
and t0 take care of P°s‘
poser. who only in June of this
The libretto for Mr. Wetzler’s in this city during the Summei sible disaster.
year returned to his native coun opera “The Basque Venus" was
The Red Cross has had to give
try—America—after many >ears | written by Mrs. Wetzler, a gifted months, and got much pleasure out up Its support of the visiting dis
of
reading
The
Courier-Oazette
and
of absence ln Europe,
trict nurse and the child clinics.
woman with a flne mind. It is
With the exception of brief and I adapted from prosper Merlmee's some of Its “specialized columns." The responsibility for carrying on
This
ladv
’
s
home
is
in
Bristol,
R
I.,
infrequent visits to the United shQrt story
Venus d IUe... wrll.
this task, on which Miss Eliza
States. Mr Wetzler has lived abroad ten in 1837. This opera was flrst and she has Just pride in her home Steele has long labored so ably,
almost continually since 1905—20 produced in Leipzig in November. newspaper, The Bristol Phoenix, has been taken over by a publicnow in its 103d year That Is a
the
Nurs
years in Oermany. four >ears jn . 192g atKj had 10 performances that
,-„hv
Russia, and the past 10 years In ,
on
,.Svmphonlc Danfe ln flne record indeed. On the front ing Association.
The oexecutive
Syltzerland where it had seemed Q
gtyle„ from thJs opera has page of thts newspaper they run committee, of the Rockland Red
he would spend the rema nder of
conducted ln thls fountry by a column of “This and That From Cross is actively working to help
nis life. However, when Itab de- Toscanjnl , New York Philharmon Here and There," which, by the in setting up the establishment of
elared war. Americans were advised ic). Stock. Eugene Ooossens, Rod- way, holds the same general pur the Nursing Association, which is
to leave Switzerland, and it was Jir.sky. Reiner, Burgin. Oabrilow pose as this column of The Courier- a vital need to thc city of Rock
then that Mr Wetzler with many itsch. etc., and by every country Oazette. It is a four-paged twice land. The needs growing out of
others sailed, from Oenoa, arriv of note ln Europe. "The Basque per week printing of high charac the war are so pressing and so ter
ing in the United States about mld- Venus" has found general recogni ter.
rible that the Rockland Red Cross
• • • •
Jur.e. Among old friends contacted tion by the force of Its striking
has had to free Itself in order to
In the tourist season there ls an be able to grapple effectively with
on arrival here were Mme. Elisabeth originality and its demoniacal
average of 15000 Americans who our enemies. War, Want, Hunger
Schumann and Mr. and Mrs. Leo power.
travel about ln Mexico and they and Disease.
Rosenek (Thorn he had known for
One evening when William Harms
long in Europe, ar.d it was to see and his mother were our guests Mr spend millions.
The National Roll Call of thc
• • • •
them more at length that Mr. Wetzler played portions of the
Red Cross will be held in November.
If all American hotel corridors People will be asked to Join the
Weztler came to Rockport—and to score of the opera and the "Magni
were placed end to end they would Red Cross and to give money.
us.
ficat.” It ls no child's play to per
It might not be amiss here to form an operatic or orchestral reach from New York to San Meantime the Red Cross is hold
tell you something mere about Mr score on the piano, and it was Francisco and miles into the Pa ing off from making appeals for
Wetzler's career which as com thrilling to watch and hear Mr clflc Ocean. Miami hotels could do money, because it is desired not to
poser. conductor and executive mu Wetzler do so. Mr. Harms was that, too.
Interfere with thc drive of the
• • • •
sician has identified him with the very excited and deeply Interested
Rockland
Nursing
Association.
United States as well as central In the works which were new to
Oct 10 has been set for a meet That does not mean that the Red
Europe. Hls musical talent mani him. I cannot tell you what viril ing of the Maine Detective Assccia Cress does not need money—in
fested Itself at a very tender age, ity there is in Mr. Wetzler s piano tion in Augusta. It is predicted fact, the treasury is very low. But
studying violin and piano when a playing—particularly when taken that they will have much impor the Red Cross Ls working hand in
mere child and having played in into consideration that 70 years tant matter to discuss this season hand with the Nursing Association,
public at the age of six.
and wishes to give a clear field un
have passed over hls head. There ln watchful waiting.
Marian Young of Lincolnville and Frederic Milliken of Camden,
• • • •
Alter his childhood spent ln ls such power and color and nu
til that group has had a fair chance
married Sept. S2
Who knows the meaning of Ash to place Its needs before the public.
—Photo by Bernard Knight. America, he was taken to Frank ance, and he displays euch feats
fort where he studied with Clara of memory. One evening he played rams? This ls a term used ln
The Red Cross has moved tts
Schumann. Humperdinck. Hugo Beethoven's “Appassionata" for us India for evangelism, and the term office to 447 Main street, with a
NOTICE OF BOARD MEETING
Heermann. and others. Returning a glorious experience for us. While ls now being used iff this country considerable saving of money. Plans
Wednesday. Oct. 2 at 2.30 p. m..
to New York in 1892 he held the ln our home, he spent much of hls in some places.
are now being laid for an active
the first Board meeting of the Di
• • • •
post of organist at the historic Old time in composition Hc has deep
Winter's work. It is hoped that
rectors of the Home for Aged Wo
Trinity Church from 1897 to 1901, religious feeling, and though Pro
Who knews where Bunker Hill the public will realize that the Red
Mrs.
Tweedie
Elected
men for this season will be held at
and will always be remembered in testant. he has become much in is ln Maine? One of the lovely Cross is voluntary, and depends
President of Women’s
the Home. 148 North Main St. For
this capacity ior his grandiose terested in the Catholic church and •pots on Jefferson Lakeside. There Ior its success upon the good-will
Society of Christian
transportation, call Mrs. J. N.
interpretations of Bach and Liszt. ls confining much of hls writing is a really charming old church on and hard work ot all charitable
Southard, 10 Ocean St.
117*118
He next organized the Wetzler nowadays to music for Catholic this hill that is kept in an im people who love their suffering
Service
Symphony Orchestra, and a series services.
maculate state of white paint and fellow-men. The Red Cross plans
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield
The charter meeting of the Wo- of concerts ended with a cycle in
orderliness, both Inside and out. to start no drive ln Rockland un
The
week
was
so
rich
for
us.
it
and daughter Nathalie and Miss mens g^ty of Christian Service Carnegie Hall at which Richard
On looking through the very clean til November 11th. On the other
ls
difficult
to
know
what
bits
to
Ada Smith of Wilmington Del. are . wrs hfld .j^^y nlght in the Strauss and Wetzler alternately
tell about. He told me much of windows one sees two Champion hand, we all know that the devil's
spending the weekend with Mr. and
Memorial Church, wlth Rev conducted all the Strauss works on
hls
home ln Switzerland—in Ascona. wood stoves on either side of the drive, with fire, famine and fury,
Mrs. I. Leslie Cross, at their Cooper’s Quy wllson presldlng.
pro the same evenings. It was in this
a small town overlooking the Swiss rear end of the church, and two is going on full blast. People of
Beach cottage.
I gram
wRh the singing of Festival that Richard Strauss part of Lago Maggiofe. Pictures chandeliers for oil lamps. The good-will, people who are on the
hymns and prayer, followed by the 'Symphonia Domestica" had its of hls house showed lt to be small entry door stone ls massive and more Lord's side, will not wait until we
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gilladette.
reading of “The New Day" by Mrs world premiere, in 1904. under and compact, with a porch screened than six leet in length of beauti ask them, but will offer their serv
their daughter. M. Beatrice and
Strauss own direction. In 1905 ln a mist of wistaria, the rooms fully chiselled granite. Near the ices now. There ls much to be
William Ellingwood.
Mr. Oilladette's mother. Mrs. Dora
Keryn ap Rice,
Tlie enrollment ceremony, with' Mr. Wetzler returned to Europe to beautifully appointed, with many church is the Bunker Hill Orange done.
Stewart, returned yesterday to
Capt., US A.. Retired, Chairman,
Mrs. Edith Tweedie the leader, who turn his career to conducting in I shelves of books gnd BUtjc lrea. hall where excellent suppers are
Norwich. N. Y„ after visiting Mrs.
Knox County Chapter,
read irom the ritual service, was both concert and opera. He be sures collected from many parts of held and many good times in en
Nettie Jordan, Talbot avenue.
American Red Cross.
impressive, six different groups of came operatic conductor at Ham the world, gifts from famous tertainment Once upon a time
members signing the register sig burg that same year. Later posi friends. He loves Switzerland and this lovely Jefferson Lake. 10 miles
SOUTH THOMASTON
nifying membership in the Society. tions held as principal conductor holds It up as the model of true long had a steamer named the SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Eva Sleeper attended the
A strange Lady of the Lake, and carried
Election of officers was held, with were those at the Municipal Opera dfmocracy and
dog show ln Portland with Mr. and this result: Mrs. Edith Tweedie houses at Elberfeld. Riga. Halle little country in a way. with four those who wished up and down Re rption to Newlyweds
Mrs. C. C. Childs, assisted by
Mrs. Daniel Noonan who exhibited president; Mrs. William Elling Lubeck, and Cologne. In addition , djst|ncl tongues spoken — Oerman. this pleasant valley and lakeside.
three of their dogs, all of which wood. vice president; Mrs. Laura to his work as conductor of opera Italian. French, and Romansch, Gone are many of tbe old farm others, gave a reception Tuesday
received ribbons.
Buswell. recording secretary; Mrs he also conducted symphony con yet with the four contrasting types homes—fallen to decay and a num night at the Orange hall to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hopkins. Carol Jillson. correspondence sec certs with the Berlin Philharmonic. of p^ip closely bound together ln ber slumped into masses of debris. and Mrs. Wendell Emery of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Norton and retary; Mrs. Ivy Chatto. treasurer; Hamburg Philharmonic, Munich. | reaj harmony and understanding And again there arc beautifully land who were married Aug. 1.
daughters Elsie and Evelyn, and Mrs. Lena deRochemont. vice presi the Ouerzemch In Cologne. Petro- These people have consistently lived kept and prosperous homes along Mrs. Emery was the former Miss
Mrs. Della Norton went Suflday to dent of Missionary Education and grad, and many other large cities. up to their Declaration of Indepen this section that delight the eye. Virginia Dunbar of this place. A
Canton, the latter who has employ Service; Miss Ruth Rogers, secre His works include the complete dence, a classical document ol high All this I learned Jn a motor ride variety of uselul gifts and also
ment there, remaining. The others tary of literature and publications; music to “As You Like If (14 eIhlcal worth made more lhan
through the courtesy of Mrs. F.lmer money were bestowed upon the
returned the same day.
Mrs. Louise Gregory, secretary of numbers), many symphonic works, years ago. There are r.o internal 3. Bird who when a young girl couple, who led a “wedding mareh’’
Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts (Myra student work; Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, an opera “The Basque Venus" quarrels, no treachery, no “pulling time here to visit her grandmother dsring which they were showered
Thorndike) of Winchester. Mass., secretary of young women’s and which was given at Leipzig. and hauling" as we say in the and has a heart full of sweet mem with confetti. Music was lurnlshed
and Casco spent a few days with girls' work; Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Cologne, Bremen. Luberk. and American vernacular. Mr. Wetzler ories of school in this section and bv Harold Bates and Elwin French
of the Oleneove orchestra.
her aunt Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike secretary of children's work; Mrs Basle, and a ’'Magnificat’' for boys' has traveled all over Europe, has Joys of other days.
• • • •
Refreshments were served. In
recently.
Fannie Trask, vice president of Ju voices, and organ, and songs. In seen much of the wotld. and choos
Mrs. Helen Rackliffe gave a nior Auxiliary. Other officers and formation regarding Mr. Wetzler es Switzerland as tlie one ideal
The two San Francisco bridges cluding a wedding cake topped with
Michigaft party Thursday to the chairman of committees will bc may be found in any standard mu place ln whleh to live. He longs to cast a total of 81.222.000.0C0
Is a miniature bride and groom, the
cake being made and presented by
members of the “Beano Gang." announced, and installation will be sic encyclopedia.
return and will do so lf conditions there any other city in the world
Mrs. Lucie was the winner.
that can boast ol her bridge-cost Mrs. Childs. Bouquets of lovrlv
When conducting the Wetzler permit.
held.
Six members of Forget-me-not
dignified figures? downs from«iMrs. John Pushaw
Symphony Orchestra, he had many
And do you know, it is rot too totals up to those
• • • •
adorned the tables.
Chapter OES attended Friday the distinguished soloists, among them easy here in America for return
A A. Clark of West Rockport
A momentary turor was caused
Paderewski, Nordlea, Schumann- ing Americans, especially for those
|
Inspection
of
Naomi
Chapter
ln
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
sang "O Promise Me ' and several
in
the
Minnesota
State
Federation
Heink,
David
Bispham.
Fritz
Kreis

I Tenants' Harbor.
who have been away many years
other selections, accompanied by
Eugene Harrington has rmploy- ler, Thibaud, Casals. Gabrilowitsch, and for thase in thr music world, of Labor Convention when a dele
Rollicking Sons-of Guns! ' ment in Searsport for two weeks and others of note. It ls said that for in the intervening years mu gate arose to protest that a spec tho orchestra. The pleasant f«stivities were enjoyed by 100 rela
Mrs. Eva Sleeper was guest Sun- he ls the only American compaser sic types have undergone a radiral tator ln thr gallery was waving a
tives and friends of Mr. and Mrs.
red
flag.
A
sergeant-at-arms
found
who
has
had
major
works
per

’ day of Mrs. Doris Sleeper on a trip
change. New figures have sprung
formed all over Euiope. his sym- up. new organizations have been the "red flag" which was only a Emery.
! to Pemaquid.
Edward Alien is on a fortnight’s phonic works having been done born. In the groping for something piece of knitting brought by a
Watch for "Strike Up the Band."
vacation from The Home Method under n>ch conductors as Nixiseh, new. in the struggle Ior the real woman spectator who placidly con —adv.
Richard
Strauss.
Safonoff.
Mer.geltinued
to
knit-one-purl
two
on
a
1 Bakery.
“American idiom" 'whatever that
berg. Frederick Stock. Fitz Ri iner. is!), musicians and music of years red sweater during all tlie flurry.
Qabrilowltsch, and last but not back have been relegated to a
Connotation: ’Tntclcrance — a
least. Toscanini.
shelf, if not forgotten.
Sunday and Monday
The "Magnificat" spoken of above
To come back alter many years thing which never madr any con
was’written as a tribute to the means reviving memories among tribution to Christianity.”
memory of a r.un whose life of those who can remember, selling
dneere devotion was a bened'etion ideas to the present group—start his vigor and mind most certainly
to all with whom she came in con ing all over, ln fact. It is hot easy, belied It. One of the most active
tact. The work expresses a true when the goods are of the best and alert minds we have contacted
spiritual mood which is sustained type—and Mr. Wetzler's are. Mr. in many years, and that he is in
ihroughout the composition It al Wetzler has faith that the present the “pink of health' can be under
so embodies a 9-part “a cappella" Federal Arts Commission in this stood when I tell you that lie went
triple fugue for children's chorus, country Ls a step in the right direc swimming in Rockport Harbor al
and when given in Cincinnati at tion. and with more whole-hearted most the minute lie arrived—and
the May Festival in 1939. the pub- support and interest this may de salt water ln September on the
velop into something extremely Maine coast is cold—-but he liked it.
worth while, providing the Ameri Naturally we wished to make his
can composer of serious intent a stay with us happy, and when asked
living and recognition, as well as about his special wishes he said
G R A PHICS
[ giving the promotion of cultural hc had just two—to have some lob
ster and some baked sweet pota
arts a whole step-up.
I Mr. Wetzler ln hls long associa- toes! Explaining, he said he could
,
THtATRE
, . „
! tion with music has a mind replete get lobster in Switzerland, but
Camden
i el. 25tv
Tuesday and Wednesday
with anecdotes and memories. only in a roundabout way from
The thrilling, dramatic story of
Oreat names fall from his lips In Italy with the freshness question
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
an All-Ameriran who thought
■ a most natural way. He has a able. Sweet potatoes are unknown
BOB BURNS
the glory would last forever!
long-standing
friendship
with in Switzerland. He drank quanti
UNA MERKEL
ties of milk, ate rye crisp crackers
Josef
Holmann
ar.d
many
notable
JERRY COLONNA
personalities in the United States. tno fresh breads), and when we
and the Radio Favorites
He spoke with such admiration of bade him goodi-night, it was to pass
Uncle Ezra
Gildersleeve
Mme. Elisabeth Schumann and him a glass of iced lemonade and
COVERT CLOTH COAT made
Old Timer
said that among singers none had leave him bending over a table or
Grandpappy and Mirandy
just like a fellow's with extra
I the ability of interpreting his songs sitting at the piano, engrossed In
ln
as she. On his birthday. Sept. 8 composition.
ticket pocket, welt edging, and
with
“COMIN”ROUND
Well, anyway it was a week we
Mr. Wetzler received letters and
Jean Rogers, Robert Sterling
THE MOUNTAIN” ! cablegrams from notables all over. shall treasure ln memory, for Mr. railroad stitching at the hem of
Ted North. Katharine Aldridge
TODAY
! It was interesting when he put In Wetzler's presence fcr Just those
the coat and of the sleeves. In
Russell Gleason
GF.OKOE RAFT in
i telephone calls, for he would chat few days enriched our lives. He
LAST TIMES TODAY
"THEY DRIVE BV NIGHT”
gave
us
so
much
ln
music,
in
con

ter
in
any
language
most
conven

three new shades, with Remov
Big Bargain Show
TODAY
ient for the party at the other end. versation. In homelike charm. And
able Lining of Wool Plaid.
GENE AUTRY in
His speech and his ways have be- it will be long before the picture
"GAUCHO SERENADE"
BOR STEELE in
j eome very European in the years of him bending over the writing
and
“BILLY TIIF KID OUTLAWED"
he has been away from America. table or sitting at the piano busily
•MANHATTAN HEARTBEAT"
| and are most charming ln their engaged in composition—earnest,
POPEYE CARTOON
courtesy, consideration and grace. engrossed—will fade from memory.
Effective Saturday, Sept. 28
CASH NIGHT, $350
Sundays,
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
We never could reconcile our A great musician—a sweet gentle
Week Days,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
HOCK
selves that be is 7Q years old, for soul, a good mail,
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

Lincoln Missioncrs

-

Mrs. Evelyn Perron
Elected President At An
nual Meeting In Rockport

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST'

TENANT'S HARBOR
William Barter an employe at
the Wildcat quarry has been home
from work the past week with an
injured foot.
Joseph McNiel and friend of
Attleoro, Mass., spent a few days
recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Allison Morris.
Lawrence Watts has assumed his
duties as janitor of the church. He

succeeds Deacon Erroll Wiley, re
signed.
,x
Dr. and Mis. Eugene Whitehouse
of Massachusetts accompanied by
his mother Mrs. Lavlnia Whitehouse motored tyere last week for
a brief slaj/ The latter will re
main for a brief stay. The latter
will remain tor an indefinite time.
Mrs Fannw Orcutt has closed
her cottage on the Elmore shore
and returned Thursday to Massa
chusetts.

The annual meeting of the
Women s Missionary Conference of
Lincoln Baptist Association was
held in the Rockport Baptist
Church. Monday. It opened with
Secretary of the Treasury, and, Dr. Austin E. St. Clair
j a devotional service led by Mrs
early documents pertaining to the; The ashes of Dr. Austin E. St.
Clara Sawyer of Thomaston; wel
service, bear the signatures of I
Clair of Fiamlngham. Mass., were
come Mrs. Vaughn Overman, of
Alexander Hamilton, who was thus brought here Monday at sunset for
Rockport; response, Mrs. Grace
the first superintendent of light-1 burial ln Seaside cemetery, this
Wyllie of Warren.
houses, and of George Washing- j town being his birthplace and
__
a
1
, ♦
The business session opened with
ton,
Thomas Jefferson, John' home of '.its ancestors.
Mrs. Orace Wyllie. president, in
I Adams, James Madison and other
The interment service was in
charge.
Reports of committees
j early presidents. Somewhat later., charge of Robert Wadsworth of
were read and approved.
when the duties of the Sec-' the Wadsworth funeral service of
A talk on "Literature Available."
]retary of the Treasury had' Pramingnam. Mass, and those
Wood
Isle
Light
at
Biddeford
Pool,
of
which
Earle
E.
Benson
is
keeper.
«{JL • » ' * 1
’
.
.
•
'
u
Mrs. Kinley, State chairman of
greatly increased, administration' present were: Dr. St. Clair’s daugh
Livermore Palls. A skit, "Were
of the navigational aids was dele- 1 ter, Harriet and Mrs. George HarAmericans" was presented by a We watch and wait and then despair, i Hilt family and her son Jack.
falling to see friends' letters there;
and
Mrs
W
C
Dow
visited
I
gated t0 the commlssioner of the rington. and son George, all of
group of ladies from the Thomas On
If only more keepers were like those
revenue In 1820, tlie superintend- Framingham and J. William Oillis
at Portland Head.
ton Missionary Society.
last
Saturday
at
the
station.
not so anxiously scan the
ence of the lighthouse establish-; of this place, who was an intimate
A fine dinner was served by the We would
section of the Married. Born and
R. T. Sterling recently motored
ment was assigned to the fifth friend of the St. Clair family. Mrs.
Dead.
women of the Rockport church.
to Gray, calling on Mr. Foss.
Crleharen Correspondent
auditor ot the Treasury, and in st. Clair was unable to attend be-|
After dinner there was a devotional
e • • •
Mrs. R. T. Sterling passed last 1845 again transferred, this time ’ cause of Illness.
service led by Mrs. Sawyer. The DEER ISLAND THOROUGHFARE
weekend with Mrs. Charles Sterling to the Revenue Marine Bureau, an j Flowers In abundance came from,
business session with roll call of
We spent a pleasant vacation in of Peaks Island.
organization which later became Dr. St. Clair's own home garden,
This is steamer Ransom B. Fuller, probably the handsomest sidewheeler ever to visit this port. Originally delegates from the various churches
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were the Coast Guard. The collectors i provi.l“d Iy his daughter, Miss Har-f
a Kennebeker, she was before rebuilding, possibly the homliest boat afloat. She was, to the best of my knowl showed ladies present from Bel Augusta, taking in many places of
edge. the largest wooden ship ever in Rockland harbor, 317.5 feet long, against 296.5 for the six-sticker Mertie fast. Camden. Morrill. Owl s Head, interest and visiting friends and guests Wednesday of Mrs W. C. of custom through all this peri ad. rlet.
B Crowley. The Crowley grossed 2824 to the Fuller’s 2329, but had none of the great deck houses showing.
Gilbert Whitney of Dow of Portland.
served as local superintendents of
Previous to transportation of the
Rockland First Baptist. Rockland relatives.
Cranbery Island Coast Guard sta
The Hilts. Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. lighthouses.
ashes of Lhe deceased to Maine, a
to
compete
successfully
with
Littlefield
Memorial.
West
Rockhe
talks
in
such
a
treasonable
man,
able
NO 65
tion substituted Mrs. Whitney, Dow motored to Rockland and
A Lighthouse Board was created simple but beautiful memorial)
Work is actually in progress on ner. He is as bad as a fifth column the Bodwell in their numerous races. ' port, Rockport. Thomaston, War- son and brother came with him.
Thomaston
on
business
Monday
in
1862. to administer the con- service was conducted in FramContrary
to
general
belief,
the
ren.
and
other
visitors.
the offspring of this column, a ist. Seriously though. I found hint
stantly expanding service, being, Ingham. Mass., by Rev. Harry L.l
Commander J. M. Vincent of afternoon.
The
First
Baptist
Church
of
Ruth
was
larger
than
the
Bodwell
a
fine
gentleman
and
was
sorry
rather ambitious book to be called
R. T. Sterling was guest ol Mr. composed of officers of the Army Meyer, pastor of Grace CongregaSouthwest Harbor Station visited
"Steamboat Lore of the Penobscot.” that I could see him for only a short in all dimensions, 188 gross tons; Rockland extended an invitation us recently.
Walker Friday morning on a metor and Navy, and of civilian scien- {tional Church of which the docto
hold
the
next
annual
meeting
in
That name is chosen because a fine
Rachel Robinson is spending a ride.
tists. In 1903 the Lighthouse es- tor was an honored member and
that church and the invitation was
book is already on the market un
The Hilts entertaiued last Sun tablishment was tarnsferred from former deacon.
few days vacation at home.
accepted
with
pleasure.
der the name of "Steamboat Days,"
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L- Foster of day Miss Faustina Robinson. R. N, the Treasury' Department to the'
Mrs. Katherine MarstaMar of
( hurrh News
a fact discovered by this rather dis
Rockland, vice president for East Portland are making us a long and Raymond Robinson of Thom newly created Department of Com
mayed writer several issues after
merce,
and
in
1910,
the
tLighthouse
I
Tlie sermon topic for the Sunpromised
visit.
aston.
Miss
Charlotte
Caddv
of
ern Maine, spoke on "Plans and
the start of this Saturday feature.
Tender Hibiscus recently set a Portland. Miss Virginia Klnnev. Board was superseded by the da>’ morning worship seivlce will
Programs" for the coming year,
Suggestions on this book are wel
Miss Louise Kinney. H. O. Caddy Bureau of Lighthouses in that De- )
“The Man Who Did Not Fail."
covering the ground fully as to new mooring buoy.
comed. for it will be a book first and
partment. On July 1. 1939. the Special music will be sung by the
Steamer North Haven ls making and John Kinney of St. George.
these, making many fine sugges
foremost for steamboat fans and,
Robert Sterling, Jr., was guest Lighthouse Service was consoll- [ adult choir. The service begins at
tions to the group as to ways to one trip a day now. Makes us real,
those who cherish memories of the I
work for the upbuilding of the So ize Winter will soon be on its way. at dinner Ihursdsy evening at the dated with the United States Coast j 10 30 standard time.
grand old boats, their masters and 1
Guard
The Church School meets at
The recent rains have made our home of Ms parents
cieties.
• • • •
men.
The United States Coast Guard 1,30 w‘th classes for young and'
Mrs. J. Herbert Cope, missionary lawns look fresh and green.
A comment so original and,
We are glad to hear that Keeper EARLY HISTORY OF COAST
today maintains over 29,000 aids °*dto Burma, told of her 30 years
gemmed with personality that it
GUARD
to marine navigation. The greater I At
evening service which bework there among the Clim Hills, A B Mitchell of Fort Point Light
must be presented, arrived yester
The maintenance of aids to ma number of these are lighthouses, S‘ns at 7 o'clock the pastor will
giving an excellent picture of the who is in a Bangor Hospital, is
day from Bill MacDougall. and the
progress of the work and its needs improving.
rine navigation ls one of the oldest automatic lights and buoys There peak on the subject. "The Two
sections which allowed me to stop
•
• • • •
The message will be pre
and accomplishments today.
Federal functions, the work of are also about 146 radiobeacons. 31i w»ys
blushing are printed herewith.
These officers were elected: PORTLAND HEAD
erecting and maintaining light lightship stations, and about 1.500 i«*ed by a delightful half hour of
• • • •
President. Mrs Evelyn Perron of
Mr. and Mrs Robert Sterling Jr., houses being provided for at the fog signals. The appropriations "ymn singing by the congregation
"As the preachers say, the steam
Thomaston; vice president. Mrs. were guests of their parents at the first session of Congress, by Act of and allotments for the mainten- and with special music by the'
boat articles have brought me j
Betty Dorr of Morrill; secretary. Light last Saturday evening.
Aug. 7, 1786 (the 9th law enacted ance of these aids total about 31L- i Young Peoples Choir and the or-|
pleasure beyond measure. I sup- i
Mrs. Minnie R. Brown. Camden;
by Congress*. Twelve lighthouses 900.000 annually.
Mrs
R.
T
Sterling.
Sr..
Mrs
F
pose that people who have never had
• • • •
treasurer. Mrs. Mabel Heald. West O. Hilt and guest Mrs. Robinson which had previously been built by
"Steamboatitis” think we are a
Wednesday with helpful and happy |
Rockpost: prayer leader. Mrs. Min were in Portland last Saturday the Colonies were ceded to the new Sounded Familiar
silly lot to get so worked up over (
nie Newbert, Thomaston; White afternoon.
Federal Government, and became
A sailor home on short leave de J hour of prayer and praise.
long dead steamboats, but you know
The Christian Endeavor meet
Cross Director, Mrs. Grace Wyllie,
Mrs. Robert Pickett and daughter the nucleus of a system of naviga eded to consult a doctor about a
as I do that once the germ has got- !
This is the picture which writes “Finis” to Lincoln County steam Warren: World Wide Guild. Mrs
tion aids which over a period of sore throat that was troubling him. Friday night at 7 o'clock. The
Elizabeth
called
Friday
evening
on
ten into the blood no doctor can boating. It is the wreck of steamer Winter Harbor as it lays today at its Lillian Lord. Rockland; Children's
150 years has been Increased to a
After an inspection, the doctor leader for this week is Charle
Mrs. R T. Sterling.
ever get it out.
old berth in Wiscasset.
All the young people
World Crusade. Miss Ella Simmons,
said: "You had better try gargling Coolbroth
Arthur Harlow was guest last present total of over 29.000.
As I sit in my den I see in front
are urged to attend this service.
Warren; Christian Friendliness. Saturday of R. T. Sterling.
Federal maintenance of naviga with salt and water."
of me a framed picture of the old ’ time. Next year I plan to have a
“What, again!" said the sailor.
Mrs. E. H Robinson of Brook tional aids was first carried on
117 net; 123.3 long; 23.7 beam, and Mrs. Elizabeth Quadinet. Tenants
Electa. What memories she brings real talkfest with him.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
9 draught, as compared with the Harbor. Civics Secretary, Mrs. lyn. N. Y. was recent guest of the under the direct supervision of the "I've been torpedoed three times."
up! Near her is another framed
Could you spare me the picture Bodwell’s 149 tons gross; 70 net; Clara Emery. Rockland; Missionary'
picture of the Viking and on the of the City of Richmond? The
education and literature. Mrs. Min
side walls a picture of the Frank memory of the first trip she made 101.7 long; 23.2 wide, and 7.8 nie Merrill, Belfast; Royal Ambas
draught. She was built for the
Jones and the Mounty. Small pic-,
sadors. Mrs. Elinor Libby. Rock
Maine Central wharf was Grind-tone Hotel Co. and
tures of the Lewiston, Katahdin. Pe. completed still sticks in my mem
land; Student Councillor. Miss
tween
Bor
Harbor
and
Winter
Har

ncbscot and Bangor are arranged ory. I was interested enough in her
Alice Piper. Warren.
on the top of the desk. Every one arrival to go without my supper, bor. always hailing from Southwest
The installation followed with
Harbor.
She
proved
too
large
for
of these bring back to me many
which is evidence enough to those the volume of business on the route Mrs. Katherine Marstaller conduct
happy days and anyone who says I
ing a beautiful service of scripture,
who know me.
and was replaced by the Schoodlc. poetry and prayer.
am sentimental ls crazy.
One favor I want to ask in con
Ruth was sold to New York in
I never expected to own these pic- i
A beautiful bouquet of flowers
nection with your column. Y ou terests and ended her days in
tures. because I knew’ of no one 1
was presented to Mrs. Orace Wyllie.
wrote
me
that
you
could
not
find
Florida waters. It is interesting to
who had them. Thanks to you I am 1
any picture of the Ruth. I wonder note that when the Gov. Bodwell the retiring president by Mrs.
now the proud possessor of these
Vaughn Overman in behalf of the
pictures. If no other reward comes, if you could write a description of was wrecked at Swan's Island the Association.
her
as
.
ou
have
of
the
other
boats.
V & R company made an effort to
to you from this series I want you,
Mrs Overman spoke with appreto know that you have my heart As I was her master builder I would brlng the Ruth up from Florida for elation for the five years of service
like
to
read
of
her.
A
description
'
felt gratitude.
the run.
. . . .
| Mrs. Wyllie had given so freely and
While in Rockland I had a few must be in The Courier for that j
lovingly. Mrs. Wyllie responded
minutes with Col Basil H. Stinson year.
-vear Set Oliver Hills to reading'
reading
Another warm and friendly voice with a few well chosen words.
He seemed to think your book the back numbers for this descrip-; from Flushing, N Y, James T. WilMrs. Coburn of Warren offered
should emphasize the story of the Hon. ’This will keep him out of son. writes of "Steamboat Bill.' of the closing prayer.
boat and the picture be made sec- mischief for a while.
its capable editor. Jay Allen, and
ondary. I do not agree with him nt I
....
, sends a m;st welcome bit of -titistiall. For instance I have a picture ! Bl1'- ^ere *s t^le Ruth, all except cal Information which will save the
of my father and mother which i the all important picture, still await- writer many a headache in the fu
ture. He also sent a group of pic
greatly value. This picture brings' in6 discovery.
Supreme Court Rules On
tlfem right back to me No written I Steamer Ruth was built at the old tures. several of which will be used
Case Originating In
description could do this. It ls the' OUlchrest yard at the Southend, ap- in this column.
• • • •
same with the pictures of other j proximately where the wharf of the
Penobscot Bay
friends. Who cares about the print- | defunct Rockland Granite Co. • Capt. J. H. Bogardus of GrantThe right of Maine to restrict
ed word when you can look at the, stands. She was launched in 1894. wood. N. J., a devotee of steam, but
actual features of your friends. I two years after the Gov. Bodwell an admirer of sail for all that, has commercial fishing for ground fish
think rhe same applies to these 1 slid down the ways in the same yard, sent in a most interesting story on in its territorial waters to resident ]
steamboats. The descriptions are The Ruth was built from the same the famous seven-masted schooner fishermen was upheld by Supreme
interesting but after one has read plans as the Bodwell and closely Thomas W. Lawson This will be Court Justice Sidney St Felix
them once or twice there is little i resembled her with the all import- presented as an illustrated feature, Thaxter.
A rescript drawn by Justice Thaxkick remaining in them. Wouldn't , ant element of power excepted. The though naturally apart trom "St<amI be a nut to enlarge and frame Ruth was boilered and engined by boat Days.” It will include a word ter set forth that a restricting
jeur descriptions of the steamers ' the Atlantic Company of Boston, a from Capt. Charles R Magee, who statute enacted by the legislature of
which I have before me? So pay1 compound engine like the Bod- served as mate on the huge cargo 193*7 is not void because so far as
the descriPtion of the offense goes
no heed to the evil Mr. Stinson if j well's, but never so strong, and never carrier.
, it seems explicit.”
I The rescript further holds that
the territorial waters of Maine were
those waters within three miles of
the coast and declared the "islands
off our shores to be regarded as
natural appendages of the main
land and as a part of the coast."
The ruling was handed down in
the case of Archie Ruvido of Bos
ton. captain of a beam trawler, ar
rested and convicted In Rockland
Municipal Court on a charge of vio
lation of the State ordinance pro
hibiting commercial fishing for
-11
ground fish in territorial waters of
the state by a non-resident llsherI man. Ruvido appealed and the case
was reported from the superior
court to the supreme court on agreed
statement of fact.
Ruvido did not deny fishing "be
tween one and three miles north
powers . . . leadership that now makes it possible for
EET the new Chevrolet for Ml and you’ll meet a
northeast of an Island known as
Chevrolet to offer you a motor car which surpasses all
Seal island" but raised three ques
motor car of such thoroughly first-rate design and
tions. Most important of these was
quality that we are confident you’ll say, "It’s first beprevious levels of luxury in the lowest price field.
that of what constituted the terri
cause it’s finest—Again Chevrolet’s the leader!”
Your Chevrolet dealer cordially Invites you and your
torial waters of the State of Maine.
For this car is the result and the reward of almost ten
family to visit his showroom, where Chevrolet for Ml
Also raised was the point that the
solid years of Chevrolet leadership in motor car sales
is now on display . . . invites you to make a thorough
state, by never actually defining
the territorial waters of Maine, had
. . . leadership that has brought with it unequaled
going test of the finest motor car Chevrolet has ever
not actually assumed jurisdiction
manufacturing economies and unequaled value-giving
built... Invites you to eye It, try it, buy It—today!
and sovereignty over such waters.
“S.S. Camden landing at Rockland” is the caption put on the back of the above photograph by Jay Allen. The other claim was that the statute
The Steamboat Editor bows to the soft indictment of being sentient when he says and means It, that he Is void and inoperative by reason
would give a year of his life, and cheerfully, 40 pounds of flesh, to stand on Tillson’s wharf once more and
of the uncertainty of Its provisions.
watch the Camden being warped into her berth.
The court ruled that the fact the
‘‘State of Maine has not by statute
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson.
Williams.
defined the limits of its territorial
CLARK ISLAND
Miss June Webel of Rockland
Peter McCourtie has returned waters is immaterial
Miss Mabel Simmons and Leroy
The rescript set forth that the
Spear of Augusta and Mr and Mrs visited Thursday with her mother j from Magsachu9ett8 where he was
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
THOMASTON, ME.
j Mrs. James Caven.
State of Maine may properly exer
Charles Butler were recent callers
:
called
by
the
death
of
his
cousin
Mrs. Rose Miles. Mrs. Sara Sawcise its control over and under the
in Spruce Head.
| yer and son Hazen of Rockland and Mrs. James Balan.
ocean washing its shores.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles of j Mrs. Cora Winslow of Owl's Head I Charles Shaples is seriously ill
Seal island Is on the outer fringe
VINALHAVEN, ME.
UNION, ME.
Rookland were guests Sunday of , were recent guests of Mrs. Jessie J at Knox Hospital.
oi Penobscot Bay.
,
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